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State budget deficit
increases fivefold in a year

THE state’s deficit at the end of the year
totalled 71,524 million euros – representing 6.79 per cent of Spain’s gross
domestic product (GDP).
At the same time last year, the state’s
budget deficit was 13,967 million euros,
meaning it has multiplied by five in just
12 months.
Secretary of State for the Economy, Carlos Ocaña, says the government is investigating where the money went and how
to claw it back.

Motorway tolls rise in price
TOLL fees on the motorways in Catalunya
have gone up by 0.69 per cent for cars
and motorbikes this year, and 0.5 per
cent for lorries.
The Ministry of Territorial Politics and
Public Works says this represents around
90 to 97 per cent of current inflation figures.
They say toll rates were set to rise steadily between 2005 and 2013.
In practice, this equates to just under
seven cents extra per euro of tolls due.
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Castelldefels celebrate after scooping El nino Lottery
Hundreds of winners and friends celebrated after learning that the town of Castelldefels (nr Barcelona), had scooped first
prize of El nino lottery with the number
58,588.
Among the winners celebrating their good
fortune stood a group of about twenty who
could not stop jumping for joy, they had

bought one tenth of the 58,588 ticket and
were due to recieve 18,000 euros each.
Only seven sets of the 58,588 series had
been sold, so the remaining 53 were returned to Treasury.
This is the second consecutive year that
the first prize for ‘El Nino’ has been won in
the Catalonia communidad.

Plans to ban smoking in all public areas
by the end of 2010.
BAR and restaurant owners
all over Spain are up in arms
over plans to ban smoking in
all public areas by the end of
2010.
They complain that they have
invested thousands in creating smoking areas to comply
with the new law that took effect on January 1, 2006, and
that they have now ‘thrown
this money down the drain’.
Many owners of cafés and
eateries say customers will
no longer go out for a drink
and a snack if it means they
have to stand on the pavement and smoke, which will
result in a loss of profits for

the premises.
“This is hardly the time to do
it,” commented a spokesman
for the Hostelry Federation in
Valencia.
“We’re in a recession, and a
law that could make us lose
customers does not exactly
help.”
Warning that loss of business
will also mean more bar and
restaurant staff on the dole,
members of the catering sector say they have not ruled
out putting pressure on the
government in the form of petitions and protest marches if
necessary.
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They also slam the fact that
the hostelry sector appears
to be the most-targeted in
the government’s campaign
to cut numbers of smokers
in Spain.
But they also say they are
perplexed by the dichotomy
of the government now permitting newsagents to sell
cigarettes, which they were
banned from doing at the beginning of 2006.
“If they want to reduce tobacco consumption, the best
way to do it is to make it difficult to buy,” say catering industry bosses.
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Divorce rates
set to rocket
in 2010
according to
leading
expert
The general divorce rate will
rocket in 2010
with the recession
taking most of the
blame
The number of divorces in the UK
may rocket in 2010
according to online
divorce website divorce-online.co.uk.
Business is booming for the online
firm with sales of
its low cost divorce
products up 30%
year on year having served 5436
clients this year
and it has seen a
record number of
new clients this
December.
The UK’s divorce
rate has fallen in
recent years, but
is still among the
world’s
highest,
with nearly 12 divorces per 1,000
married people in
the most recent
figures.

Mark Keenan, the
Managing Director
of Divorce-Online
believes that the
general
divorce
rate will rocket
in 2010 with the
recession taking
most of the blame
and is bracing the
company for the
busiest
January
ever. He believes
the divorce rate
will increase by at
least 2% reversing
a decade of falling
divorce rates.
Mark says “Divorce
Day as it has come
to be known falls
on January 4th
next year and we
have already had
over 100 couples
ask us for phone
backs on January
4th,
something
which has never
happened before.
The rise in property prices may
have an impact on
the divorce rate as
couples who have
decided to separate can physically
sell their property
and move on without large debts,”
Interestingly, 2010
will also be see the
company celebrate
its tenth birthday
having launched in
May 2000
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Facebook is bad for
your marriage research finds
20% of all the petitions containing references to Facebook
Swindon - 21st December 2010
Facebook is bad for your marriage according to research carried out by an
online divorce service in the United Kingdom.
Divorce-Online scanned their divorce petition database for the use of the word
“Facebook” and found 989 instances of
the word in over 5,000 divorce petitions
sampled.
This means that just under 20% of all the
petitions filed through the company had
references to Facebook within the text of
the divorce petitions.
Managing Director Mark Keenan said “I
had heard from my staff that there were
a lot of people saying they had found
out things about their partners on Facebook and I decided to see how prevalent
it was I was really surprised to see 20%
of all the petitions containing references
to Facebook. The most common reason
seemed to be people having inappropriate sexual chats with people they were
not supposed to”.

Bright start
to 2010 for
Sterling
By Currencies Direct
As usual, the trading periods between the Christmas and New Year holidays threw up some sharp
moves, especially in the
Dollar/Sterling cross, with
one 24-hour session seeing cable trade up from
1.5850 to 1.6225 before
settling back down below
1.6100. The few Banks
still operating certainly
enjoyed themselves….. Today we start with Sterling
looking relatively firm and
the Yen soft. Euro/Dollar,
which didn’t experience
the more extreme moves
seen in cable, remains
in the mid 1.43s. The

Yen has been the weakest currency over the last
month since the newly
elected government embarrassingly forced the
Bank of Japan to change
its established tack and
boost QE whilst expanding fiscal spending. This
has renewed appetite for
using the Yen as a funding currency and with expectations that interest
rate differentials are set
to widen against the Japanese currency, this trading trait looks set to grow,
to the Yen’s detriment.
An article in the Wall St
Journal today gives reasons for caution as we enter 2010, singling out the
UK as having the worst
fiscal position of all the
industrialised
nations,
noting that, unlike several
other headline grabbing
countries, the UK does
not have either an implicit or explicit guarantee

from a friendly nation that
stands behind its debt
should things take a turn
for the worse. Given that
PIMCO (Pacific Investment Management Co),
which runs the largest
largest bond fund, have
announced that it is cutting its holdings of both
UK and US government
issues owing to the spiralling debt burden in both
countries, it suggests that
Sovereign standing is going to be the focus going
forward.
Sterling has also been
lifted on the back of good
economic data this morning. UK Manufacturing
PMI came in at a 25 month
high, mortgage approvals
also came in much better than expected as did
mortgage lending. Good
start to the trading year
for sterling.

Contents of this report are for information purposes only. It is not intended as a recommendation to trade or a solicitation for funds. Currencies Direct cannot be held responsible for any loss or damages arising from any action taken
following consideration of this information. Save money , Large or small Money Transfers. Pensions &
Regular payments. Call to day to find out more.
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New homes fall in
price by 5.7 per
cent

PRICES of new homes fell by an average
5.7 per cent over the course of 2009,
with the Comunidad Valenciana seeing
some of the greatest reductions.
The Society of Valuers revealed on
Monday that the highest falls in property values were in the capital, at 7.7
per cent, followed by Catalunya at 6.3
per cent.
And new builds on the Costa Blanca,
Costa Azahar and in the province of Valencia fell in price by 5.5 per cent.
Smaller reductions – of between 2.1
and 2.8 per cent – were seen in Asturias, the Balearics and the Canary Islands.
The Society believes that 2010 will see
house prices continue to fall, although
at a more moderate rate.
In city centres, where property is soughtafter but thin on the ground, some
homes may actually go up in price, says
the society.
Inflation is expected to be under two
per cent this year, due to the fall in consumer purchases, and mortgage interest rates will remain low.
Yet in spite of low mortgage rates, with
a high level of unemployment and job
insecurity, and difficulties in obtaining
credit, properties continue to take a
long while to sell as vendors are forced
to reduce their asking price in order to
shift them.

Christmas road
crashes leave 49
dead

A TOTAL of 49 people have been killed
on the roads during the Christmas and
New Year period, reports the Dirección
General de Tráfico.
Up to Thursday, January 7, a whopping
15 million cars were on Spain’s roads,
with people going away for the holidays
or travelling across the country to see
friends or family.
The first fatal accident happened at
15.00hrs on December 22, and a further 42 death crashes occurred between then and midnight on Sunday,
January 3.

www.thetraderonline.es • 902733622

NEW YEAR BABIES 2010

THE first baby to be born
in the Comunidad Valenciana this year came into
the world at 15 seconds
after midnight in Alzira
hospital.
Berta, born to a Spanish
mum, weighed 3.2 kilos
and both mother and baby
are said to be doing fine.
Barely had the rest of the
country finished swallowing their grapes, when
little Berta put in her ap-

pearance.
She was closely followed
by the Alicante province’s
first baby, Valeria, who was
born in the General Hospital in the city at 00.01hrs
to a Spanish mum, and
weighing three kilos.
Castellón province’s first
baby is Joaquín Ramón,
who arrived half an hour
into 2010 to a Russian
mother in Vinaròs hospital, weighing 3.78 kilos.

The first babies of 2010
born in the other 12 public hospitals in the region
were of various nationalities including Indian,
Lithuanian, German, Argentinean, Moroccan, and
a British baby boy born in
Dénia.
Of the 15 first babies of
the year, nine were girls,
reports the ministry of
health.
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New Flight Routes
Barcelona
Qatar Airways have confirmed that Copenhagen and Barcelona will soon be
put on its ever-expanding route network
during the summer schedule by end of
March, 2010.
The airline currently serves Stockholm,
Sweden’s capital, non-stop from Doha,
the commencement of four weekly
flights to Copenhagen, the capital of
Denmark, would boost its Scandinavian presence. After Copenhagen, the
airline plans to strengthen its presence
in Scandinavia and in Spain with Barcelona being the second city to be connected by Qatar Airlines after Madrid.
News of the two route announcements
comes just days after Qatar Airways
unveiled plans to launch flights to Bengaluru (Bangalore) in southern India,
the Turkish capital Ankara and Japan’s
capital city of Tokyo over an eight-week
period starting in February 2010.
The airline also plans to launch flights
to Sydney, its second Australian destination, during 2010.
With six new routes on the horizon, Qatar Airways will increase its global portfolio from 85 to 91 diverse business
and leisure cities across Europe, Middle East, Africa, South Asia, Far East,
North America and Australasia. The
carrier currently operates a fleet of 76
aircraft.

Price increases 2010
Electricity, postage stamps and train fares go up in price
A NEW year traditionally marks
a rise in prices of virtually all
goods, commodities and services in Spain.
This year, although some
councils have announced they
will freeze IBI rates, 2010 will
see higher prices in almost
everything else throughout
the country.
From Friday, January 1, gasbottles have now gone up to
11.05 euros – an increase of
3.36 per cent on their 2009
price of 10.69 euros.
Train fares have also increased
by four per cent for long-dis-

tance tripos, and shorter journeys – such as from Gandia
to Valencia – have gone up by
five per cent.
Post office prices have also
risen this week, with a 6.25
per cent increase on stamps
for national and European
deliveries on ordinary letters,
cards and packages of up to
20 grams.
This means to send a letter
to the UK will now cost 64
cents instead of last year’s 62
cents.
Registered letters will now
cost 2.88 euros to send to Eu-

ropean destinations.
Electricity – which already
rocketed in price in 2009 after the bi-monthly estimated
reading system came into
play – is set to go up again
this year.
From Friday, electricity has risen in price by 2.64 per cent.
In practice, this will mean the
average household pays just
89 cents extra per month,
with pensioners on the minimum state pension, large
families or households with
all members currently on the
dole being exempt from this

Property
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DIRECT
www.traderlotto.com
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increase.
IVA has also gone up to 18 per
cent from its previous 16 per
cent, making it higher than the
UK’s figure of 17.5 per cent.
Reduced-rate IVA, which sat
at seven per cent last year,
has now gone up to eight per
cent.
But income tax and telephone
landline connection fees
through Telefónica remain the
same, and toll fees on motorways have decreased slightly
in most cases by between
0.05 and 0.48 per cent.
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Inauguration of the new
public bicycle rental
system Vinaros

Rare green turtle rescued

THE average state pension for Catalunya currently sits at 784.33 euros, representing an increase of 4.7 per cent in
the past year.
It remains lower than the national average of 861 euros a month for retirees
in Spain, and 760 euros for all types of
pension across the board.
Disability and sick pensions, widows’
and widowers’ pensions, orphans’ pensions and retirement funds are included in this figure.
The monthly pension for retirees tends
to be higher than for the other groups.
Overall, pensions have risen across the
country by 4.8 per cent this year.

Missing Grandmother
found in Tarragona
A 60 year old Gandmother who was reported missing from Lleida back in September has been found in Tarragona.
According to reports the she was found
roaming the streets by local officers,
who after identifying the women contacted her family.
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Tarragona for capital,
say residents
AROUND 2,000 people joined a demonstration to push for Tarragona to be
considered regional capital.
They wore red handkerchiefs round
their necks bearing the slogan ‘Capital
T’.
Additionally, they want their county to
be renamed ‘Tarragona’, instead of
‘Camp de Tarragona’ as it is currently
known.
Mayor Josep Fèlix Ballesteros read out
a manifesto at the end of the demonstration giving reasons why he felt Tarragona should be regional capital, including its historic past, its trade and
logistics, and its university.
Even the famous dancer and choreographer Arantxa Sagardoy joined the
demonstration, which ended with a
concert and performances by children
from four of the schools in the city.

Valencia Energy Agency has awarded a
grant of 113,000 euros for the implementation of the new system of public
bicycle rental in Vinaroz.
When visitors go to any of the bike stations they must send an SMS with the
lock number, the number of bicycles
and their secret code (which will be
provided by the City Council). The lock
opens and the bike is ready to use.
The bike stations are located at: avinguda Gil Atrocillo, near the train station,
Carrer Febrer de la Torre; a l’avinguda
Francisco Baila and al passeig Fora
Forat. The annual subscription is 20
euros a year. This pass will entitle the
holder to use the bicycle up to 3 hours
at time. If usage exceeds three hours,
each hour is charged at 3 euros.
The system has an own website (http://
vinaros.onroll.info), where you can
check the availability of actual bike.

Average state pension
is 784 euros

January 2010

A RARE species of turtle
was rescued off the El
Trabucador beach in the
Ebro delta in Tarragona
just before Christmas.
The Foundation for the
Conservation and Rescue
of Marine Animals (CRAM)
found the Chelonia mydas
– commonly known as the
‘green turtle’ caught up

in the water just off the
shore.
They call this discovery
‘extraordinary’, given
that this species needs
waters of at least 18
degrees Celsius in order
to survive.
One of three species of
turtle living in the Mediterranean, there are said

to be between 200 and
300 in the area.
The foundation has been
rescuing endangered sea
animals since 1991, but
this is only the second
time it has found a green
turtle, and only the first
time one of these was
discovered still alive.

New Flight Routes Barcelona
Qatar Airways have
confirmed that Copenhagen and Barcelona will soon
be put on its everexpanding route
network during the
summer schedule
by end of March,
2010.
The airline currently
serves
Stockholm, Sweden’s capital, nonstop from Doha,
the
commencement of four weekly flights to Copen-

hagen, the capital
of Denmark, would
boost its Scandinavian presence.
After Copenhagen,
the airline plans to
strengthen its presence in Scandinavia and in Spain
with Barcelona being the second city
to be connected by
Qatar Airlines after
Madrid.
News of the two
route announcements comes just
days after Qatar

Airways unveiled
plans to launch
flights to Bengaluru (Bangalore) in
southern India, the
Turkish capital Ankara and Japan’s
capital city of Tokyo
over an eight-week
period starting in
February 2010.
The airline also
plans to launch
flights to Sydney,
its second Australian
destination,
during 2010.

Price of new homes in Catalunya fall
dramatically in 2009
NEW home prices fell by a whopping 6.3 per cent last year in Catalunya, says Spain’s Society of Valuers.

With six new routes
on the horizon,
Qatar Airways will
increase its global
portfolio from 85
to 91 diverse business and leisure
cities across Europe, Middle East,
Africa, South Asia,
Far East, North
America and Australasia. The carrier currently operates a fleet of 76
aircraft.

Tortosa goes the extra
‘green’ mile
TORTOSA’S ‘green mile’ will be extended this year, MP for Tarragona Teresa
Pallarès has announced.
Starting at the railway bridge, works will
commence to increase the length of the
so-called ‘green way’, a cycle path that
will soon run along the banks of the river as far as the Mil•lenari bridge.
It earned this name because of the environmentally-friendly nature of cycling
instead of taking the car.
Additionally, the State has agreed to put
up 300,000 euros to enable Tortosa to
restore the towers of its cathedral.
If Your have a local Interest story
Club Group or Charity Event
we would love to hear from you!
Starting a New Business
Let us help you get the best from your
advertising budget and maximise your
company Exposure.

Email advertise@thetraderonline.es
Tel 902633722

221,300 euros. In Lleida, this falls to 169,800 euros for a 100-squaremetre property. The Society of Valuers says prices will continue to fall
throughout 2010, but at a much slower rate. And although home values are much lower than two years ago and mortgage interest rates at
an all-time low, few people are in a position to buy due to unemployment or job insecurity, and banks’ reticence about offering credit.

Although the average fall in the cost of new builds across the country
was 5.7 per cent, Catalunya registered the second-highest decrease
in home values.
The region was only beaten by Madrid, where brand-new houses and
flats dropped in price by 7.7 per cent. According to the society, the
average price per square metre of property for a city-centre home is
2,558 euros.
For Barcelona, this rises to 3,965 euros, but the other provincial capitals are showing below-average home-prices. A property in Girona
measuring 100 square metres would cost, on average, 253,310 euros, and one of the same size in Tarragona would be valued at aruond
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2009 the second
warmest year in
Spain since 1961
The weather records for 2009, show an
average temperature of 16.5 º C, 1.25
º C warmer than normal, making 2009
the second warmest year since 1961,
surpassed only by 2006.
By contrast, the Balearic Islands have
been cooler than normal.
Above average temperatures were recorded in May, June, October and November with an increase of +2 ° C or
more. August saw an increase of +1.8
° C.
It has also been the 5th driest year
since 1971 and the second driest so
far this century since 2005. The average rainfall in Spain has been 453 mm,
about 20% below average.
Only in the Levant area, Balearic Islands, and some small areas of the
northern Peninsula, rainfall reached or
exceeded the average. While the rain
deficit is particularly pronounced in the
centre of the peninsula and parts of the
Canaries, where the accumulated rainfall faild to achieve 50% of the average.
The rainfall deficit was between 20%
and 40%, across the rest of Spain. The
heaviest rainfall in 2009 was recorded
between September 26 and 29 in parts
of Valencia, Murcia, Andalusia and the
Balearic Islands.
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Nude protestors call for
an end to animal abuse

NAKED protestors in body makeup led a
demonstration on Sunday outside Valencia’s bullring against ill-treatment of animals in circuses.
Three of the 12 or so demonstrators
painted themselves as an elephant, tiger
and lion, wearing no more than their underpants.
They want the city council to ban all
shows that use living creatures.
Head of Valencia pressure group AnimaNaturalis, Elisa Arteaga, explained
that 25 towns and cities across Spain
have already forbidden the use of live
animals in circuses, and that they want
to see Valencia follow suit.
Arteaga explains that the group is not
against circuses in themselves, because
‘they create jobs’, but suggests that
organisers ‘substitute humans for animals’.
She criticised the ‘physical and psychological mistreatment’ that she says ‘is
Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
NEAR OLIVA town hall, 150m2
4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition. 116,000 €.
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3 bed
t/house, with fabulous views of
mountains.
FANTASTIC BARGAIN, Oliva Nova
Golf, I bed luxury apt. on this exclusive development,good rental
income, 136,000 €
BARGAIN VILLA, due to personal
reasons this 2 bed beautiful villa
at Les Fois is offered for very low
price of 139,000 € negotiable

more than evident’ among circus animals.
Due to living in captivity – often in cages
so small they are unable to move – animals develop symptoms similar to humans with an OCD, that of repetitive actions.
Animals kept in such conditions even
self-harm, claims Arteaga.
The pressure-group leader says circus
animals are put through ‘tough training
regimes’.
AnimaNaturalis is encouraging people to
boycott circuses that use animals, saying
that taking children to such events teaches them not to respect living creatures.

Interest rate rise in
December
INTEREST rates across the Eurozone
rose slightly in December, bucking the
14-month trend of falling figures seen as
a result of the recession.
The Euribor – the rate that affects mortgages and savings in all countries that
use the euro – stood at 1.242 per cent at
the end of December, having risen from
November’s 1.23 per cent.
Despite this small rise, however, the Euribor continues to show some of the lowest rates in history.
At the end of 2008, it stood at 3.45 per
cent, and at the end of 2007 it was over
5.4 per cent.
It means that in the space of a year,
homeowners with a variable rate mortgage are now saving around 120 euros
a month.
With an average mortgage of 120,000
euros over a 25-year term, homeowners pay in region of 510 euros a month
– compared to the 630 euros they would
have been paying exactly one year ago.
But economists say interest rates are
likely to rise in the second half of 2010,
based upon indications from the Central
European Bank (BCE).
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Mobile: 625 470 765
info@beneficialspain.com
www.beneficialspain.com
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Your Horoscope for the month of January
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
january for Aries It may feel as though this is a month of hard work and parties and frivolity
are a bit thin on the ground. But the truth is you are in an ambitious frame of mind and can tackle tasks
with professionalism and determination. Your ruler, Mars, is on a backward journey and you could be going
over old ground to a certain extent, but important changes are beginning as Jupiter, planet of good fortune
changes signs on the 18th. Expect a period of increased intuition and creativity. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
january for Taurus

This is a time of expansiveness for you and important decisions to be
made, particularly in the early days. Venus, your ruler links with Pluto, planet of change and transformation
and you must not dismiss the idea that there are treasures to be found, literally in terms of unexpected
cash coming your way. This could also be a great month for travel and winter breaks as you seek different
experiences. Wait till after the 20th to review possible changes in your career direction. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Gemini This month is about endings and beginnings for you Gemini. Indeed, while

you may be facing some home truths you are nevertheless putting together your plans and ambitions for
the coming year. Mercury is retrograde until mid month, so use this time to clear out the old and be ruthless with your collected junk. All this space clearing creates the right conditions for what promises to be an
exciting and progressive year for you. Jupiter moves into Pisces which is most harmonious for your career.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Cancer

An important eclipse occurs around the 15th in your partnership sector, Cancer. This is a time to evaluate and consider your relationships, not only with your special other, but
business partners too. Necessary change brings advantages to both sides. Since there is a great deal of
astrological energy here, it in turns leads to much soul searching about the person you want to spend your
life with. Jupiter’s move into Pisces brings insights and wisdom that has previously been hard to find. Find
out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Leo These winter months are not your favourite time, Leo, and yet you have the energy to tackle difficult tasks and those matters which have lain dormant for long enough. You feel organized
and able to do what is necessary to change your diet for better health and well being. The Sun moves into
Aquarius on the 20th and you are now focusing on relationships; recent revelations may have brought out
some hard truths here but still, you are doing the right thing by being totally yourself. A new journey awaits
towards the end of the month. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
january for Virgo You are glad to move forward into 2010 and may spend a little bit of time
reflecting on the journey you’ve had to get here. But all that is now in the past. This month promises to be
packed with different experiences, much of which you have sought yourself. It’s the perfect time to go on
courses, expand your education and find out about all those things you had no time to devote to before.
Mercury, your ruler, is retrograde until the 14th so hold off doing anything too complex until after then. Find
out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
january for Libra

Saturn in your sign is beginning to bring you valuable experiences and your
are discovering the meaning of barriers, boundaries and limitations, but equally you are able to not feel
obliged to fit in with everyone else, put your needs at the bottom of the pile and it seems you are developing
a wisdom that comes with valuable experience. Your main focus is the home this month and improvements
and alterations are likely. Creating your own space or sanctuary within your home is a lovely way to spend
the dark times of January. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Scorpio

Interesting links with Venus and your ruler Pluto at the start of January
have implications for your love life and a promise of new beginnings in this area. Meanwhile, you are much
in demand and have to be organized to fit everything into your diary. You can make the most of contacts
for social network and establishing business relationships this month and for the entrepreneurs, this is a
profitable time. An important eclipse around the 15th marks a turning point worth noting. Find out more
www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Sagittarius

This is a very Capricornian time, and as such brings into sharp
focus your money situation and what you do to earn a living. This may be subject to change and improvement and if you are looking for this, then it will be successful for you, particularly after mid month. Note
that Mars, the planet of actin, if in your chart area of travel, the media and adventure so can bring energy
to this area, but note that your adventurous side will be needed, as it’s not all plain sailing. Determination
is key. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Capricorn This is your birthday month Capricorn, and conveniently the start of

your new year as well as everyone else’s. You will have high hopes and expectations and also see the importance of making goals and planning for the future, But since Saturn, your ruler, is now in airy Libra, you
may have to be more flexible and open minded. You can deal with more responsibility as long as you are
rewarded for it. Make a note of the 15th as being an important day in your diary. Expect the unexpected!.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Aquarius

The first two weeks mark the last days of Jupiter, planet of good
fortune and expansiveness, in your sign Aquarius. the past months have see your personal aspirations and
visions taking shape but once this planet moves on into Pisces, your focus is on pinning down your ideas
and putting them into practice. This is the exciting bit! From the 20th, the Sun is in your sign, giving your
power and energy; stick your neck out, be confident and ask the Universe for what you want. Maybe you
already have it. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

january for Pisces

here is no doubt that the last year was one of contrasts; big successes,
and important challenges, which of course you have behind you. Now the situation changes. First, Jupiter
planet of hope and good fortune enters your sign from the 15th and will bring larger than life experiences
and lucky synchronistic meetings. You feel less isolated and more in the thick of events that are advantageous and helpful to you. But you need to be grounded and leave less to chance. This way January can
exceed all expectations. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web
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t is near the end of the school year. The teacher has
turned in her grades. There
is really nothing to do. All the kids are restless becau
se there is nothing to do and
it is near the end of the day. The teacher says, “Whoe
ver answers the questions I
ask first and correctly can leave early today.” Little Johnn
y says to himself, “Good,
I want to get outta here. I’m smart and will answe
r the question”.The teacher
asked, “Who said ‘Four Score and Seven Years Ago’?”
Before Johnny could open his
mouth, Susie said, “Abraham Lincoln”. The teacher
said, “That’s right Susie. You
can go”. Johnny was MAD. Susie answered first. The
teacher asked, “Who said, ‘I
Have a Dream’?” Before Johnny could open his mouth
, Mary said, “Martin Luther
King”. The teacher said, “That’s right Mary. You can
go”. Johnny was even MADDER than before. Mary answered first. The teacher
asked, “Who said ‘Ask not,
what your country can do for you’?” Before Johnny
could open his mouth, Nancy
said, “John Kennedy”. The teacher said, “That’s right
Nancy . You can go”. Johnny
was BOILING MAD. Nancy answered first. Then
the teacher turned her back,
and Johnny said, “I wish these bitches would keep their
mouths shut”. The teacher
asked, “WHO SAID THAT?” Johnny said, “TIGER WOOD
S! CAN I GO NOW?”
in the locker room of a
ood Husband Several men are
bench rings and a man
golf club. A mobile phone on a
function and begins to
engages the hands free speakerstops to listen...........MAN:
talk.Everyone else in he room
me. Are you at the club?”
“Hello” WOMAN: “Honey, it’s
mall now and found this
MAN: “Yes” WOMAN: “I’m at the
$1,000. Is it OK if I buy it?”
beautiful leather coat. It’s only
like it that much.” WOMMAN: “Sure, ..go ahead if you
rcedes dealership and saw
AN: “I also stopped by the Me
I really liked.” MAN: “How
the new 2010 models. I saw one
N: “OK, but for that price
much?” WOMAN: “$65,000” MA
WOMAN: “Great! Oh, and
I want it with all the options.”
wanted last year is back
one more thing .... The house we
,000.” MAN: “Well, then
on the market. They’re asking $950
r, but just offer $900,000.”
go ahead and give them an offe
r! I love you!” MAN: “Bye,
WOMAN: “OK. I’ll see you late
up. The other men in the
I love you, too.” The man hangs
in astonishment. Then he
locker room are looking at him
whose phone this is?”
smiles and asks: “Anyone know

G
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beautiful fairy appeared one day to an immigrant
claimant outside the Social Security Offices. ‘My
good man,’ the fairy said, ‘I’ve been told to grant you three
wishes, since you’ve just arrived in England with your wife
and seven children.’ The man told the fairy: ‘Well, in Pakistan where I come from we don’t have good teeth, so
I want new teeth, maybe a lot of gold in them.’ The fairy
looked at the man’s almost toothless grin and -- PING !!!
He had a brand new shining set of gold teeth in his mouth!
‘What else?’ asked the fairy, ‘two, more wishes, to go’.The
refugee claimant now got bolder. ‘I need a big house with a
three car garage in Birmingham with eight bedrooms for my
family and the rest of my refugee relatives who still live in
my country. I want to bring them all over here.’ PING ! - In
the distance there could be seen a beautiful mansion with
a three car garage, a long driveway, a walkout patio with
a BBQ, and a sparkling swimming pool and a BMW, full of
his nephews playing their music. ‘One, more wish, left for
you’, said the fairy, waving her wand. ‘I want to be English with English clothes instead of rags and shawl - and I
want to have white skin like the English.’ PING ! - The man
was transformed, wearing worn out jeans from ASDA, a
dirty Primark T-shirt and a greasy baseball cap. He had
his bad teeth back and the mansion had disappeared from
the horizon.‘What happened to my new teeth?’ he wailed.
‘Where is my new house? Where’s my Visa Gold Card?’ The
fairy said ‘Tough luck.. Now that you are English, you’re
entitled to sweet f’ all like the rest of us”.And she disappeared

This Months Jokes from the Diving Instructor

Tel 651420067 or 671997999

Send your favourite Funnies to
jokes@inlandtrader.net

he sharing of marT
riage.... The old
man placed order for

one hamburger, French
fries and a drink. He
unwrapped the plain
hamburger and carefully cut it in half, placing
one half in front of his
wife. He then carefully
counted out the French
fries, dividing them into
two piles and neatly
placed one pile in front
of his wife. He took a
sip of the drink, his wife
took a sip and then set
the cup down between
them. As he began to
eat his few bites of
hamburger, the people
around them were looking over and whispering.
Obviously they were
thinking, ‘That poor
old couple, all they can
afford is one meal for
the two of them.’ As
the man began to eat
his fries a young man
came to the table and
politely offered to buy
another meal for the
old couple. The old man
said that they were just
fine. They were used to
sharing everything. People closer to the table
noticed the little old
lady hadn’t eaten a bite.
She sat there, watching her husband eat
and occasionally taking
turns sipping the drink.
Again, the young man
came over and begged
them to let him buy
another meal for them.
This time the old woman said, ‘No, thank you,
we are used to sharing
everything.’ Finally, as
the old man finished
and was wiping his face
neatly with the napkin,
the young man again
came over to the little
old lady who had yet to
eat a single bite of food
and asked, ‘What is it
you are waiting for?’
She
answered...‘THE
TEETH!’
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INTERVIEW

KEVIN MCCLOUD: SLUMMING IT

So you’ve, made a two-part series for Channel 4’s
Indian Winter season. What’s it all about?
We’ve made two films in Dharavi, which is the
slum in which Slumdog Millionaire was set. I
was there for two and a half weeks living in
the slum, some of that time staying with two
families, learning about slums and re-cycling.
I became a dustbin man for the day and did
the rounds with the dustbin lorry emptying
Mumbai’s rubbish and taking it to the dump
and then meeting the recycling people. All the
plastics, old car tyres, shoes and plastic bags
and things were recycled then chopped up,
washed and graded, all in the slum – a place
with a £500 million turnover every year. It’s
incredibly industrious, everybody’s got a job,
nobody’s begging – you can’t use the word
‘slum’.
Do the people there see Dharavi as a slum?
Actually it’s really interesting, I said to people ‘what did you think of the film?’, and they
went, ‘well, we really like the film, but we don’t
like the title because this is not a slum [although technically it is] and we are not dogs’.
People are really, really proud of living there,
although a lot of them don’t tell the outside
world they live there. A lot of people who live
there work in the city in offices, and go to work
in the most beautifully dressed clothes. They
have immaculate wardrobes – all the men’s
shirts were pressed. For the two and half
weeks I was there, I was the scruffiest individual in the whole place. I kept feeling really embarrassed and self-conscious about my linen
shirt that was un-ironed, my chino trousers
and my walking boots. They were all wearing
sandals, and the women were all dressed
in the most gorgeous clothes, the kids go to
school in the most beautifully pressed school
uniforms, and their hair all done. This is a
place where people are amazingly happy and
remarkably industrious. So you can’t really
use the word ‘slum’… until you look down and
realise you’re side stepping the ‘land mines’
[faeces] and there are rats and a lot of vermin
cockroaches, and the sewage is primitive, and
the mains water comes on for three hours a
day and it’s shared between several houses
out of one tap. There are about five people to
a room, the size of a small single bedroom; living, eating, sleeping, cooking, working in that
space, you realise things are not as rosy.
Dharavi has been cited by some people as being
something of an exemplar, a place we could learn a
lot from, hasn’t it?
Prince Charles has been there, and Prince
Charles cited it together with lots of other New
Urbanists, as an example of durable, sustainable, flexible new living. There are lots of lessons there; lots of technical lessons about
public space and how we use space, and how
many people it takes to build a community
and how communities work, and what makes
people happy. All those questions can sort of
be addressed in Dharavi.

Can it really be seen as an ideal place to live?
Well, no, that’s not the whole story. India as
a whole has got 80% illiteracy. People who
live in this place are not aware of the health
implications of their surroundings, they’re not
ware of the toxins in the air from burning the
stuff in the fire, they’re not aware of the diseases that rats carry. In the slum you’ve got
cholera, TB, denghi fever, bubonic plague. So
if you’re bitten by a rat it’s serious, you’ve got
48 hours when carrying the bubonic plague
before you’re dead. And if you’re able to get
any treatment, you only have a 50/50 chance.
Anybody that describes these places as exemplary looks at them with quite a blinkered
view. There’s lots of good stuff there, but are
we really suggesting that in the UK we should
live five people to a room? Are we really suggesting that these people stay as they are
and they carry on living in these conditions?
Of course not. So I’m really sceptical about
seeing these places as exemplars.
As India becomes richer and the economy begins to
grow, will places like Dharavi disappear?
What’s going to happen is that India’s environmental foot print is going to go through
the roof – there are one million people living there. And this is the real dilemma; who
are we to deny them an improvement in their
standard of living? At what point do we stop?
Do we let them achieve a standard of living
like our standard of living or do we have any
right to prevent them from doing that? Because if we do let them, then all the efforts
from our government to reduce carbon emissions would be useless. It only takes India
to double its carbon footprint by 2050, from
two to four tonnes per capita, for it to wipe
out everything we do in Britain five-fold. There
are one million people living there, and they
all get to improve their standard of living, but
that means a much bigger drain on the entire
planet and its resources. So I came away with
more questions than answers.
Were you prepared for the level of poverty that you
encountered out there?
I’m uncomfortable with the word ‘poverty’,
it’s such a negative term, and I can’t use the
word ‘slum’. ‘Slum’ is a technical term that
describes a place without a certain level of
sanitation, healthcare and education and
Dharavi conforms to that, so in that sense, its
Asia’s biggest slum. As for the word ‘poverty’
it’s such a charged word. There are people
there living on almost nothing, in tiny rooms
the size of the average British bathroom, with
five people in that tiny space with no natural
daylight, no ventilation, vermin all around,
crap outside – by which I mean excrement
– dog excrement, rat piss and shit, dead animals, a sea of plastic bags outside their back
door in dark grey, gooey liquid which is basically chemical effluent. I mean it’s almost the
worst physical environment you can imagine
a human being having to live in. These people

emerge from these little holes, dressed in the
most beautiful clothes, immaculately pressed,
hair all shiny and perfect, and they’re happy,
very happy indeed. I’ve filmed and been to
places in Britain on council estates where I
have climbed staircases with the crunch of
needles underfoot, and found people very
heavily drug dependent, living in squalor. And
actually I think, who’s the poorer for that; is
it the people living with nothing? I’ve seen
worse poverty here and seen worse physical
degradation. The physical conditions there
are really bad, the human scope appears
totally contrary to that. The only thing I hold
on to is that India is a place of extreme paradox and opposites. And for every moment of
joy, there’s a moment of terror, and for every
beautiful encounter, there’s an awful one too
– in a way they go hand in hand.
With that in mind, the joy and terror and good and
bad encounters – were there moments when you
felt threatened in Dharavi?
There were two moments when I felt threatened in Dharavi – well one was in Dharavi, actually and the other was in Mumbai. In south
Mumbai, beggars knock on the car windows
and stop you in the street because they want
money. There’s a sense of naked aggressive
competitiveness really. It’s a city and it’s a
financial city, like New York, no one stops,
everything’s moving fast and furiously. In the
slum, not one person asked me for money,
but I did go to this industrial area, looking for
this bloke called Mobin who does a lot for the
factories which are in the slum. I walked into
what was an Islamic area, and I hadn’t been
there before and didn’t know what the result
would be and whether they would be different
from the Gujaratis, and people just blanked
me every time I mentioned this guy’s name.
People just looked at me quite passive aggressively. You get that in the slums, you get
people just looking at you and almost blanking you. It’s curiosity, it’s a strange curiosity
they have, it’s nothing more than that. They’re
just absolutely bewildered as to why you,
a white person, should be there – what are
you doing there? Dharavi has this reputation
of being this den of vice and iniquity, a place
of absolute squalor, where you will get your
throat cut. But the people are delightful, and I
felt absolutely at home there. I’ve been reading about the slums in London in the 1880s,
and they were portrayed at the time as places
of squalor and disease, full of immorality and
violence, but actually 95 per cent of the people there were common, decent people trying
to make a living. It’s just the same in Dharavi.
You’ve touched upon the recycling project there.
It’s a massive part of life in Dharavi, isn’t it?
Yes, 35,000 people work in Dharavi on recycling. Eighty per cent of Mumbai’s rubbish is
recycled in Dharavi. That’s a city of 16 million
people. Everything is recycled, from plastic
bags to tiny things like the tiny plastic tubes
that go inside perfume bottles. All of the people who work on it are self-employed, and one
sells to the next who sells to the next who sells
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to the next. And at each stage in the recycling
stream, somebody separates the waste a bit
more. It all happens in tiny little workshops
or shanty shacks. I went to one that was really filthy, rat-infested, flies everywhere and
really grim, no natural light. There were three
people squatting down sorting out three types
of thing. One was aluminium, which can be
melted, and they melt it right there and poison themselves in the process. One was plastic spoons. And one was plastic straws. There
was a bloke my age just sitting there sorting
out plastic straws. That’s pretty grim. But they
just get on with it.
You also met with elements of Mumbai’s high society while you were there. Was that quite a jarring
contrast?
The thing about Mumbai high society and
fashionistas is that it’s no different from going
to a party in London, really. There are always
going to be people who want to act like they
belong in the pages of Hello! I’m not saying it
was distasteful, but it was quite weird to find
a Mercedes-driving banker and his glamorous
wife, who’s had three facelifts, in comparison with someone living in Dharavi. But the
people cooking the food for that event, and
the bloke on the door, came from the slums,
so you must never assume that the people
in Dharavi don’t understand that other life.
They know all about it. They’re enmeshed into
Mumbai culture, and Mumbai couldn’t survive without them.
What lessons have you brought home from the
trip?
Always to carry bacteriacide hand gel out
there. Fundamental! And always to drink bottled water. It was a great irony that there we
were, filming all this recycling, and what were
we doing? Guzzling back imported water,
from the foothills of the Himalayas – where
there’s plenty of water, because the Himalayas are now melting, so bottled water is in
abundance. What did we learn? A great deal
about society – how many people you can fit
together in one space and it still be tolerable.
We learned about what makes people happy,
to an extent. Or rather, what doesn’t make
people happy – in terms of the fact that materialism and standard of living seems to have
surprisingly little effect on the happiness of
people there. I learned about the distinction
between the squalor of your environment
and the very Indian way in which people take
special care of themselves. I’ve always talked
about how important the built environment is,
how architecture can change our lives, and
make us happy, or happier. And I’m beginning
to think that you can find happiness in other
ways, and that people are fundamentally what
makes life tolerable and pleasant, interesting
and beautiful.
Kevin McCloud: Slumming It airs on Channel
4 on January 14th and 15th 2010
By Benjie Goodhart
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Top 10 new year’s
resolutions for 2010
W

ith 2010 underway, the
latest findings from a
nationwide study by CitySocialising, which polled over
4000 of its members from
cities across the UK, about
their new year’s resolutions,
have revealed that 73% of
people will be making at least
one resolution this January,
17% of them for the first time
ever.
The drive to make resolutions this year, across the
UK, however, is being led by
women with 77% of them resolving to make a change in
2010 compared to just 67%
of men. And Bristolians appeared to be least likely to be
making resolutions this year
(69%) compared to Londoners (74%).
When asked what resolutions they were going to be
making for 2010, top of the
list overall in the UK was to
“enjoy life more”, followed by
“lose weight/go on a diet”,
which was second on the list
for women but only sixth on
the list for men, and to “get fit
and start exercising”, which
appeared as the third and
fourth most popular 2010
resolutions respectively for

women and men.
The only cities not bucking
the trend for “enjoying life
more” as most popular resolution for 2010 was in Manchester, where “getting fit”
topped the list and Brighton
where “finding true love” was
the number one resolution
for the year.
As a whole, across the UK,
the second most popular
2010 resolution of choice
for men was found to be “to
find true love”, which came
only fifth on the list for women. But overall, “finding true
love” and “learning something new” beat “saving money” and “paying off debts”
in the list of most popular
resolutions for 2010, with
all of these beating “quitting
smoking” and “drinking less”
which both appeared at the
bottom of the list. (see end
of release for full results and
Top 10)
Although more women than
men were shown to actually
make resolutions however,
when asked about how long
they usually stuck to them, it
appears that men have more
resolve as 20% claimed they
kept theirs for a year or more

QuitKey: Your
N

Key to a Smoke-Free Life

EW QuitKey smoking cessation device
alters your smoking routine and weans
you off cigarettes gradually. The ‘must have’
for wannabe New Year quitters, the QuitKey
handheld device creates a personalized gradual reduction program to help you kick cigarettes once and for all. QuitKey reminds you
when to smoke and when not to smoke. Step
by step. Hour by hour. One day at a time.
QuitKey has been developed and proven effective in studies funded by grants from the
United States National Institute of Health.
Results from clinical trials showed that 84%
of patients had either completely given up
smoking or had reduced their smoking rate by
50%.(1) One year follow ups showed that all
patients who had given up smoking reported
continuous abstinence.
QuitKey works in two stages. The first stage
lasts seven days during which you smoke at
your normal rate and use the QuitKey smoke
button to record every cigarette you smoke.
QuitKey compiles this data and uses the information to build your personalized quit plan.
Stage two follows immediately and can last
from 14 to 34 days, depending on the data
compiled during Stage one. During stage
two, QuitKey helps you follow your quit plan
by prompting you when to smoke. Each day
you will smoke less and gradually reduce your
nicotine dependence. With this gradual, stepdown method you’re preparing yourself to
quit cigarettes for good, drug-free and without
chemical-induced side effects. If you have a
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compared to just 15% of
women, most of whom (29%)
admitted sticking to their
resolutions for an average of
just 3 months.
Londoners came out top for
greatest resolve with 20%
stating they usually stuck to
resolutions for over a year,
compared to 15% of those
questioned in Manchester
and 13% in both Brighton
and Bristol.
Sanchita Saha, CEO & founder of CitySocialising said:
“It’s surprising that after such
a tough economic year, “saving money” and “paying off
debts” didn’t come higher on
people’s list of resolutions.
However, it’s great news that
simply enjoying life more is
the number one resolution,
as having fun and making
the most of things is what
life is all about, regardless of
how much you weigh or how
much money you have. What
is interesting is that in Manchester, people will be taking
their fitness more seriously
than the rest of the UK, and
that finding true love in 2010
is going to be more important
to Brightonians than the rest
of the UK.”

bad day, QuitKey uses its improved algorithms
to help adjust the program accordingly, making it easier than before to kick the habit.
Small and discreet, QuitKey is designed to be
carried on a keychain and has an adjustable
volume so that you can carry QuitKey with you
at all times and keep your stop-smoking program to yourself. Quitkey costs £39.95 and
is available in the UK exclusively from www.
anhealth.co.uk or by calling 0844 567 9374.
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ear Freesia supporters!
Just to let you This year between
know that the Christ- the two groups we’ve
mas Fair was a huge raised €32,000. As
success and the you know we divide
takings surpassed the monies between
all
expectations, the three Spanish
especially consider- charity organizations
ing the economic we support - the
“crisis. At the Salou CNIO (official cancer
Fair we raised over research institute in
€6,300, and at the Madrid), the AECC
El Perelló Christmas (Association Against
Fair €2,845.58 was Cancer - Tarragona
raised, bringing the branch) and AFANOC
total to the fabulous (Children with Cancer) for a special
sum of €9,145.58.
project in Tarragona.

to help with our main
events - the Christmas Fair, the Fun
Run in May, and the
St. Valentine’s dinner dance.
Thank you all once
again for devoting
your time and efforts
to this worthy cause.
Looking forward to
your continuing support in 2010.
Best wishes.
The Freesia Group
Committee.

We have just issued
cheques for €5,500
to each of the charities.
Since the Freesia
Group began, some
€176,273 have been
raised up to date.
None of this would
have been possible
without the help of
our wonderful supporters and donors.
We have a marvellous team who are
always there when
needed, particularly

Freesia Agenda

Wednesday 13th January 2010 at 1 pm. Monthly Lunch at Restaurant Montserrat, Cambrils.
Sunday 17th January 2010. Car Boot Sale on Kay & Willie’s land, nr. Vinyols. If you would
like a stall, then please ring Kay for further details. Tel. 699 604 105
Wednesday 13th January 2010 at 1.00 pm Monthly Lunch at Restaurant Montserrat, Cambrils
Friday 12th February 2010 St. Valentine’s Gala Dinner Dance at the Club Nautic, Salou
For further information or to book any of these events, please contact Pam on 977 395 064
or e-mail info@freesiagroup.com or go to www.freesiagroup.com
The next Freesia Group Bookstalls will be held at the Homogenic bar in El Perello on:
Saturday 23rd January Saturday 6th February Saturday 20th February

Get the word out !!!!!!!!!

Do You Regulary hold a Charity, group or free club event.
If So the Trader would love to hear from you.
We Support all non profit making organisations, so send in your articles and
photos and let others now what you have been doing.
Email info@inlandtrader.net

The Friends of Alcossebre “Supporting our Community”
The Charity Shop is open from Monday to Friday – 10 am to 1pm at El Centro, Las Fuentes,
Alcossebre.
“Sale” – All at 1€ during January!!!

Over 1500 second hand books in English,
Spanish and German, clothes and bric-abrac. Visit the shop to see our Special Offers. Volunteers to help in the shop and
donations always welcomed.

Next fund-raising event –
*BAR CHEERS*
ST. VALENTINE’S DINNER & DANCE

SATURDAY 13 FEBRUARY 2010
*****
Tickets on sale from
Bar Cheers late January

Tuesaday

Wedensday

Fri

Alcossebre
Amposta
Camaries
Tarragona

Ampolla
Cambrils
Hospitalet

Ulldecona

Thursday
Ametde Mar
La Cava
Deltebre

Saturday
Sant Carles
Miami Playa
Taragona

The “Bling Bazaar” held on 9th and 10th
December, and the stall at Bar Flamingo’s Christmas Fair on 12th December,
were a great success and raised a total
of over 500 euros. A big “thank you” to
all those who supported these events.
Funds raised in the shop and at special
events are given to local charities and
organisations. Tel.: 964 414973. http://
friendsofalcossebre.page.tl

FRIENDS OF ALCOSSEBRE
CHARITY SHOP

“

Supporting the
Community”
AMIGOS DE ALCOSSEBRE
TIENDA SOLIDARIA
“En Beneficio de Nuestro Pueblo”

Second-hand books galore – 1€ each
Clothing, bric-a-brac and more!
Libros de segundo mano
(inglés, alemán y castellano)
¡Ropa, artículos de decoración
y mucho más!
El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre

Tfno: 964 41 49 73

Open: 09:30h – 13:00h – Monday to Friday
Horario: 09:30h – 13:00h – De Lunes a Viernes

http://friendsofalcossebre.page.tl
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INTERVIEW WITH

DAVINA McCALL

D

avina McCall has presented
Big Brother and Celebrity Big
Brother since the shows first went
on air. She will present both for the
last time in 2010. Here, an emotional McCall looks back over past
series of Celebrity Big Brother, looks
ahead to the forthcoming series,
and reveals why she could never be
a housemate herself.
I read that you cried when you
heard that 2010 would be the last
year of Big Brother and Celebrity
Big Brother. Is that true?
Yeah. I think it was just the shock
of it. I just thought that Big Brother
was going to go on for ever. I was
quite devastated. But time is always
quite helpful, isn’t it? I ended up
thinking “Well, the brilliant thing is,
they’ve given us another year, and
we can just make it a fantastic year.
Let’s go out with a big bang.”

January 2010

advertise@thetraderonline.es • 902733622

Your enthusiasm for the show
comes across every time you talk
about it. Why has it meant so
much to you?
I think that anybody that watches it
as much as I do will also have the
same enthusiasm. Twitter has been
a bit of a saving grace for me, realising how much it means to people.
If I were to listen to people at dinner parties, they all get a bit snooty
and intellectually snobby about Big
Brother, and how it’s the lowest of
the low. “You don’t really enjoy doing it, do you?”; I never really understand where that comes from.
Maybe I’m just being naïve. When
you’ve got lots of other programmes
that do far worse things than Big
Brother, it seems odd that it’s got
such an evil reputation. When you
watch every single episode since
its beginning, I think it’s one of the
cleverest, funniest, most moving
and thought-provoking programmes
I’ve ever seen. So I can’t sing its
praises highly enough. I’m always a
bit dismayed when people ask me if
I’m faking my enthusiasm. I get really defensive, because I really like
it, and I feel I have to defend it.
What would you say if they came to
you and said “Davina, someone’s
pulled out, you have to go in”?
Oh, my husband wouldn’t let me.
I don’t believe you always do what
you’re told by your husband.
Oh, I do. I absolutely do, because
he’s really, really good with me and
all my madnesses, and snogging
David Tenant on Comic Relief and
stuff. I push the boat out a lot, but
I just think that going into Celebrity
Big Brother would be the final straw.
He’d hate it. He likes - we like, it’s

not just him - a private life out of our
public life. That’s really precious
to both of us, and to our children.
On Celebrity Big Brother there’s nowhere to hide. You have to be prepared to bare all.
On the subject of your husband, do
you ever tell him secrets about the
show?
I don’t tell him who the housemates
are. I might tell him that the night
before. It’s too big a thing. If he
got grilled by somebody, he might
be tempted, or might let something
slip.
Do you get sick and tired of people
asking for little tips and hints and
names?
No, because it’s the one time I’m
really good at keeping a secret. I
feel quite smug about knowing
something nobody else does. It’s a
bit like being pregnant, in your first
trimester, that feeling of knowing
something that no one else does.
You’ll be presenting E4’s Big
Brother’s Big Mouth again as well,
won’t you?
Yes, definitely. I really enjoy doing
Big Mouth. It reminds me of when I
used to do MTV.
Do you watch any other celebrity
reality shows?
You know it’s funny, but I don’t. It’s
not that I don’t like them - when I’ve
watched little bits, I’ve found them
gripping as well - but because I
dedicate so much of my life to Big
Brother, and I literally watch it every
night, I almost can’t do that again
with another programme. When Big
Brother finally finishes, I will probably immerse myself in another programme, but at the moment I spend

16 or 17 weeks a year watching Big
Brother or Celebrity Big Brother. I’ve
not missed one episode.
Do you mean ever?
Ever. Every single night. Or I’ll Sky+
it. If I’ve missed two, I’ll watch three
in a night. I’ve never, ever missed
one. So that’s quite a dedication of
time.
What is it about Celebrity Big
Brother that makes it the best?
It’s unique, completely unique.
For celebrities not to have anyone
around them - no make up artists,
no hair stylists or anything. I know
they don’t have that in the jungle,
but they have contact with the outside world, they have contact with
Ant and Dec, it’s just very different.
And in Big Brother you are isolated
for quite a long time. And I think
the thing that sets Big Brother apart
from most other shows is the tasks.
They’re very, very funny.
Why do you think celebrities decide to participate in the series?
I think mostly because they’d like
people to see them in a different
light. Perhaps they’ve been seen
in a negative light in the past, and
they’d like to redress that. Or they
just like the idea of being part of it.
I’d love it, because I love the idea of
doing the tasks.
On the subject of the tasks, have
you ever tried any of them out behind the scenes?
Not really, but I’ve tried the all-inone suits that they put the electrodes on, where your muscles go
into spasm. That was really funny.
It was a thing where you just seize
up completely - it didn’t really hurt,
but it felt horrible.

Who have been your favourite
celebrity contestants over the
years?
George Galloway probably gave me
one of my favourite moments ever
on the show, with him pretending to
be a cat. Coolio and La Toya Jackson were great. And I quite liked
watching Pete Burns.
What have been your favourite moments?
Well, clearly the cat moment was
very funny and Gorillagate, with
Pete Burns’ coat. And Mark Owen
winning, because there was such
a big crowd, and they were all really screaming for him, and Take
That had split up a couple of years
before, and he just came out and
whispered in my ear “I’ve forgotten
how to do this.” I thought it was so
sweet.
Do any interviews stick in your
mind as having been particularly
uncomfortable or difficult?
Well, clearly Jade, Jo and Danielle.
That was hard. I had to level the accusations thrown at them, but give
them a chance to say their piece.
Who would be in your Celebrity Big
Brother fantasy line-up?
Lindsay Lohan, Robbie Williams,
George Michael. George Michael is
an enigma, I love it. It would have to
be people I don’t know much about.
People who are dark horses, a bit
mysterious. Then you get to see a
bit more about what makes them
tick. And that’s what it’s all about.
By Benjie Goodhart
Past Celebrity Big Brother winners
CBB1 (2001) Winner: Jack Dee
CBB2 (2002) Winner: Mark Owen
CBB3 (2005) Winner: Bez
CBB4 (2006) Winner: Chantelle Houghton
CBB5 (2007) Winner: Shilpa Shetty

CBB6 (2009) Winner: Ulrika Jonsson
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EU-phoria
By Mike Walsh
GERMANY - “We scored six goals and lost

the match,” lamented a football coach after
watching his team, Hanover 96, crash to a 5-3
defeat to rivals Borussia moenchengladbach.
Man of the match, for all the wrong reasons,
was hapless Tunisian central defender. He
scored two own goals; and then Constant Djakpa, another of Hanover’s players put in another own goal. Andreas added: “I don’t think
we will forget this match any time soon.”

ENGLAND

– A new ‘Whack a Banker’
amusement game at a seaside pier arcade
is giving its operator a headache. It is based
on the ‘Whack a Mole’ game in which moles
randomly pop their heads up through holes.
You pay 40p to see how many you can club in
30-seconds.
Such is the keenness to clobber the bankers,
inventor Tim Hunkin struggles to replace worn
out mallets. If the game is yours a recorded
voice says: “You win. We retire. Thank you to
the taxpayer for paying our pensions.’ Sounds
like a hit to me.

BULGARIA - A detonated explosive device,
placed in a litter bin outside the home of Bulgarian MP Delyan Peevski, (29) has damaged
the controversial politician’s jeep. The explosion occurred shortly after his nomination as
member of Commission for Corruption Combat.
Peevski is the son of a media mogul Irena
Krastava, a former lottery head who is notorious for corruption. Peevski himself was dismissed from the cabinet in 2007 amidst a
large scale corruption and extortion scandal.
He was reinstated by Deputy Minister Socialist Prime Minister Sergei Stanishev in November the same year.

SPAIN

- Abortion Macht Frei? Archbishop
of Granada, Javier Martínez, raised eyebrows
by saying Spain’s new Abortion Law leaves
“thousands of medical professionals in a similar situation to that experienced by those running any of the 20th Century death camps.”
The prelate said he couldn’t think of any sadder images than politicians “applauding the
legal right to kill a child in its mother’s womb.”
He described it as ‘The Silent Genocide’ add-

ing; ‘This licence to kill is the first step towards
losing our freedom; a sign that we are now in
a new and terrible dictatorship.”

SLOVENIA

– Four thoughtful ladies have
opened up a shop in the capital, Darilnica, for
the non-profit making purpose of exchanging
unwanted gifts. The idea is to make people
think before buying presents. In this way, they
reason, everyone gets a present they really
want rather than a gift someone else thinks
they want. Each present is wrapped neatly,
placed in a box and popped under the shop’s
Christmas tree. Customers choose from the
digital photo of each present.

DENMARK

- Seventeen people, alleged
perpetrators of the second biggest robbery in
Danish history, include several Swedes. Four
gang members have already been arrested.
The 60-million kroner robbery took place at
Dansk Vaerdihandtering in the suburb of
Brondy in August 2008. The previous biggest
heist was in April the same year when 62-million kroner was nicked.

RUSSIA – The Russian economy has sur-

prised pundits by unexpectedly showing
positive economic results. A budget surplus,
a growth rate three times that which was expected during 2009, a stronger rouble, and
an upbeat 2010 predicted. The budget surplus is 1% instead of the forecast deficit of
6.8%. The rouble is now expected to be 17%
stronger in 2010.

GERMANY – Germany the country that
once changed the world throiugh its composers, philosophers and poets, has just elected
its most talented performer: a Jack Russell
terrier named Prima Donna. The award came
after the smart pock convinced 9 million of TV
viewers that she was the smartest creature in
the country.
The show, the equivalent of Britain’s Got Talent, chased her tail, walked on her back legs,
and jumped through a hoop. Prima Donna
beat off all human competition. Chief Judge
Dieter Bohlen snarled: “A dog as Germany’s
super talent? I didn’t reckon with that.” Angela Merkel won’t be pleased: she is the firsat
German even known for her dislike of dogs.

Mike Walsh - Quality Journalism for Mediterranean Spain Channel 4 ‘A Place in the Sun’ ‘Spanish News’
Quality Media Peñíscola, Castellón to Gibraltar Current Affairs : Property & Legal Advice : Features : Articles
http://wwwquitewrite.blogspot.com/

902733633

www.btinspain.com
Line Rental with BT is now available.
Existing customers using BT for calls can now transfer their Line rental as well
Track phones and landlines.

Advertsing rates start from 11€ per months
Areas we deliver
Province of Alicante Valencia & Castellon, Tarragona
Barcelona also online to download
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DID I REALLY WRITE THAT?
When the subject of his memoirs came up, former U.S. President Ronald Reagan wryly remarked: “I hear it’s a terrific book. One of these days I am going
to read it myself.”
Of course the statesman hadn’t written
it but he was hardly
alone in employing
a ghost writer whose
name never appears
on a book’s cover.
Interviewed by Vanity Fair about her
autobiography, Ivana
Trump warbled: “To
my surprise I find I
have a great imagination. I don’t say I
am the Shakespeare,
but it’s not just about
the beautiful people
and the gorgeous
yachts and the fabulous homes and lots
of sex. I tried to put in
more the feelings.”
It was great sales
spin but she reportedly paid ghost writer
Camille Marchetta
$350,000 to write
For Love Alone.
Whatever the ethics involved in ghost
writing,
Michael
Walsh, who co-writes
for those who lack
his writing flair, is
matter-of-fact. “Does
anyone really believe
that barely literate
celebrities have the
time or the skills
needed to set down
their life story?”

BIG BROTHER
A ghost is a professional writer who
collects first hand information about the
subject and writes

the book. There have
been embarrassing
mishaps when the
‘author’ during an interview reveals they
haven’t even read it.
Big Brother personality, Pete Bennett, was
pulled up sharp when
during an interview
he expressed surprise at the contents
of ‘his own book.’ His
publicist tartly commented: “You really
should have read it,
Pete.”
John Blake, of Blake
Publishing estimates
that as many as 80
percent of celebrity
books are ghosted.
Walter Winchell was
America’s top newspaper columnist but it
was Herman Klurfield
who for twenty-nine
years served as his
ghost writer. For
many in government
and show business
having one’s own cowriter is regarded as
a status symbol.

JADE GOODY
Lucie Cave who
penned Jade Goody’s
My
Autobiography
says; “It is a musthave accessory for
anyone who has
reached a certain
level of fame. Obviously these people
cannot write their
books themselves,
so they need some-

one else to do it for
them.”
The list of names
adorning the spines
of books is often
impressive but their
true authors are rarely known. Earl Conrad
ghosted Errol Flynn’s
My Wicked, Wicked
Ways. It would seem
that Dorothy J. Mills
penned much of the
output of sports historian Harald Seymour. W. G. Grace
the cricketer legend
was ghosted by the
hapless Arthur Porrit
who lamented: “Getting material from
Grace was heartbreaking.”
One would need to
wade through 529
pages of Hilary Clinton’s autobiography
to discover that her
speechwriter
was
responsible for most
of it. In 1957 John
F. Kennedy was accused of using a
ghost for his Profiles
of Courage and Why
England Slept. Henry
Ford’s My Philosophy of Industry (New
York Coward McCann
1929) was written by
Fay Faurote.

TOM CLANCY
Many famous authors are heads of
writers’ syndicates
that churn out novels on an industrial

scale. These include
Edward Stratemayer
(1862 – 1930) series Nancy Drew, The
Hardy Boys, The Over
Boys, and The Bobsey Twins; a total of
1,600 volumes.
Many others lend
their names to the
work of lesser known
authors. These include Andrew Neiderman, Tom Clancy,
Robert
Ludlum,
Naomi
Campbell,
and Clive Cussler.
Clancy’s publishers
say: “Tom Clancy
creates the ideas
for these series and
the writers execute
Clancy’s ideas. All
are subject to his supervision.”
It is thought that 40
percent of books are
ghosted but is it ethical? Michael Walsh
says: “If there were
no co-writers there
would be few books.
We take advice in fixing our cars, having
our photographs taken; why stop there?
“There are hundreds
of fascinating people with interesting
stories to tell or experiences to pass
on, but few who can
bring life to them. If
a co-writer achieves
that then everyone
benefits from the
partnership.”

Note: Michael Walsh quite_write@yahoo.co.uk invites interest from storytellers who
wish to be published. Mike Walsh - Quality Journalism for Mediterranean Spain Channel
4 ‘A Place in the Sun’ ‘Spanish News’ Depart. de Promoción Turextremadura Ghostwriting
: Current Affairs Analysis : Features : Columns and Articles http://www.michaelwalsh.es/
Telephone 662 06 74 90

In Memorium
Brian
Senior
It is with deep regret that we inform you of the
passing of one of our members, Brian Senior, a founder member of the Branch, and our
Membership Secretary for all of that time. He
passed away in early December 2009. Brian
was an active member of the Branch who
gave considerable time and energy to its successful management, contributing greatly to
what it is today. Brian will be sadly missed by
all members and those who were fortunate
enough to know him. He leaves behind Kath,
his loving wife, also an active member of the
Branch, and the inaugural Branch Secretary.
We pass our most sincere condolences to
Kath and her family from all members of our
Branch, assuring her our thoughts are with
her now, and always will be.

The Royal British Legion.
La Val d’Albaida Branch.

Morrell
Brown
Morrell Brown died suddenly and unexpectedly at home in El Perello on
8th December 2009.
His wife Norma, his daughters and family
would sincerely like to thank everyone for
their sympathy, love and overwhelming support at this devastating time.
Special thanks to Nelly & Victor, Linda,
Margaret & David and Marge – and – to
Reverend Paul & Linda Needle for their
guidance, compassion and for the uplifting
service at Morrell’s funeral at the crematorium in Amposta.
We feel truly blessed to have such a wonderful network of friends supporting us all.
With heartfelt appreciation
and love to you all.

Norma
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MAGIC SQUARE
NONE ARE
CONCEALED

J

USING all 16 letters of the phrase above,
form four words each of four letters which
will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which
the words can be read
both horizontally and
vertically.

26

A

Guidelines:
26 Good; 29 Very Good; 32 Excellent.

C O T

SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase
by moving from one chamber to
another within the pyramid. You
may only enter each of the
chambers once and may only
proceed through openings in
S
the walls. The first letter may
appear in any of the
E
chambers.

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth
Edition) is eligible with the following exceptions: proper
nouns; plural nouns, pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs;
hyphenated words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
achy; acyl; ahoy; airy; archly; aryl; cagily; cagy; charily; chary; clary; clay;
cloy; gaily; girly; glary; glory; gorily; gory; gray; gyral; gyro; hairy; hoary; holy;
lacy; lory; lyric; oily; OLIGARCHY; orgy; racily; racy; richly; riyal; roily; royal;
yoga; yogi; yogic.

L

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
Fluorescent lamp.

D

OI

BO

CE

HR

JU

NE

ST
RU

SE

BA

SE

SE
AH

NC

IT

THE EQUALISER
5
9
7
5
2
4
3
7
4
2
3
2
PLACE a different arithmetical
sign (add, subtract, multiply,
divide) in each circle so that
the total of each line across
and down is the same.

WORD PYRAMID

D E N

UG
RL

VN

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
cash; able; sloe; heed.

I C E

OI

AI

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Donna; Cobra; Rhyme. Down –
Décor; Nobby; Adage.
(2) Across – Abort; Baron; Eases. Down –
Amble; Ogres; Tints.

NONAGRAM
HOW many words of four letters or more
can you make from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central letter, and each
letter may be used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can be found.

HL

HERE are two miniature five-square
crosswords using the same grid – but the
letters have been mixed up. You have to
work out which letters belong to which
crossword.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:

Y

6. Virginia Wade won four grand
slam women’s titles between
1969 and 1975. Who was her
partner on each occasion?
7. Whose first solo hit single was
All I Really Want To Do in 1965?
8. In which American TV series
did Matthew Perry play
Chandler Bing?
9. What name was given to the
diamond – then the world’s
largest – which was found in
South Africa in 1905?
10. The War of Jenkins’s Ear (17391748) was between Britain and
which other country?

22

EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a different letter
of the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start
you off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid,
then use your knowledge of words to work out which letters
should go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of
letters as you identify them.
1

No. 1864

8

10

2

N
D

A
S

A

Perform the first calculation in each
line first and ignore the
mathematical law which says
you should always perform
division and multiplication
before
addition
and
subtraction.

S
B

D

T
O

O

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
Clockwise from
top left – add;
subtract;
divide;
multiply.
Total: 4.

SUDOKU

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1
to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

Easy

6

Hard

4 7
5

3

4
2
3
7 5 8
5 6
1
2
9
6 4 3
1
9
7
4
3
5
9 2
8
6
5 1
9 8 6

PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy
2
6
9
4
3
1
5
7
8

1
7
4
5
6
8
2
9
3

5 4

8
3
5
9
2
7
1
6
4

4
9
3
1
8
2
6
5
7

6
5
2
3
7
4
8
1
9

7
8
1
6
5
9
3
4
2

3
1
7
2
9
5
4
8
6

9
4
6
8
1
3
7
2
5

5
2
8
7
4
6
9
3
1

7
6
5
2
8
9
1
4
3

8
7
9
5
4
3
2
6
1

2
5
1
8
6
7
9
3
4

3
4
6
9
1
2
7
5
8

6
1
2
4
5
8
3
9
7

5
8
7
3
9
6
4
1
2

4
9
3
7
2
1
6
8
5

9

2
4 7
6
8
5
9
4
8 1

7 9
6 1
3

Hard
9
3
4
1
7
5
8
2
6

1
2
8
6
3
4
5
7
9

3

3

3

4

5

8
9

10

6

5
4
2
7 8

9
1

6

8

11
10

12

11

12

18

19

13
14

14

15
15

16

17
21

17

20
24

21

22

ACROSS

DOWN

5. Not her song of praise, it
would sound (4)

1. Company of musicians
gather together (4)
2.
Harpo has no right to return
7. Take one’s breath away (10)
for fish (4)
8. A team’s reference line (4)
3. Uses a good deal of energy
chopping trees (about ten)
9. The dead dry out through
(6)
being deprived of water (10)
4. Baby’s toy to move along at
12. Jets protrude on board (6)
a brisk pace (6)
13. She’s from Venezuela, I
5. Theresa out to snare
nearly forgot (6)
strangely mad teacher (10)
6. Flat mate on site moved
14. Do seas splash around
round (10)
Ukrainian city? (6)
10. Speed on one’s journey (10)
16. Small animal, it has energy
11. It’s me taking my place at
(6)
the end of the letter (5,5)
17. Sounds like a blue movie on 15. A disease one rodent has
display in church! (4,6)
(6)
20. False statement you heard 16. Pound the French insect
first (6)
about the place (4)
18. Man having rice pudding (4)
21. Unnamed informant in the
19. Uncovered what is socially
nest (6,4)
acceptable in the end
perhaps (4)
22. Merely without others (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

1

2

2

3

4

5

7

6

6

7

8

8

9

10

11

11
13

12

15

16

17

13

14

15

18
22

19

20

25

21

22
23

24

29

25

28

26

27

28

29
31

SUDOKU

2

7

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Max Wall; 2 A zombie; 3 South Africa; 4 Stonewall; 5
New Zealand; 6 Africa (more than 1,000); 7 Marco Polo; 8 Frankenstein; 9 Mi
Chico Latino; 10 Brian Walden.

23

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1

1

1. Taliaferro was the middle
name of which American
writer and educator?
2. Which country will lose its
independence once there
is no heir to the throne?
3. What is the most common
name of calcium
carbonate?
4. How many prongs does a
tuning fork have?
5. The name of which
Australian city, consisting
of two repeated words,
means ‘many crows’ in an
aboriginal language?

3

19

26

26

5

9

12
11

24
4

20

5

18

23

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

Quiz Challenge

CROSS CODE
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30
31

ACROSS

DOWN

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS:

2. Renaissance (7)
7. Composition for
one (4)
8. Flair (4)
9. Dissipate (7)
10. Feel concern (4)
12. Swindle (slang)
(4)
15. Cut off (5)
17. Irish province
(6)
18. Bawdy (6)
19. Gossamer (6)
21. Spanish lady (6)
22. Mature (5)
23. Place (4)
26. Scottish hillside
(4)
28. More piquant
(7)
29. Bitter plant (4)
30. Peak (4)
31. Smothered (7)

1. Drink mixer (4)
2. English national
flower (4)
3. Amphibious rodent
(6)
4. Despicable person
(6)
5. Belonging to a
woman (4)
6. Fête (4)
10. Administrative
assembly (7)
11. Laughable (7)
13. Uproar (7)
14. Arbitrate (7)
15. Effluent drain (5)
16. Having gained
height (5)
20. Two-piece swimsuit
(6)
21. Consecutive (6)
24. Lazy (4)
25. Employs (4)
26. Tapering nail (4)
27. Declare to be true (4)

CRYPTIC: Across – 3
Pranksome; 7 Hallé; 8 Net
profit; 9 Satan; 10 Slipper;
13 Cream; 14 Erica; 16
Guise; 17 Turbine; 21 Ingot;
22 Historian; 23 Susie; 24
Beanfeast.
Down – 1 Physicist; 2
Flatterer; 3 Pen name; 4
Nepal; 5 Scoop; 6 Maine; 10
Swipe; 11 Pekingese; 12
Resettled; 15 Against; 18
Unite; 19 Baton; 20 Nurse.
QUICK: Across – 1 Incite; 4
Pallid; 8 Seesaw; 10 Sprain;
11 Cable; 12 Scares; 14
Arrest; 16 Rush; 17 Bear; 19
Jess; 22 Scab; 26 Studio;
27 Morale; 28 Shrub; 29
Legato; 30 Taught; 31
Modern; 32 Starve.
Down – 1 Insist; 2 Caesar; 3
Traces; 5 Ampere; 6 Leaner;
7 Donate; 9 Wash; 10 Slab;
13 Ruled; 15 Radar; 18
Asylum; 19 Judged; 20
Sister; 21 Soho; 22 Smut;
23 Cobalt; 24 Banger; 25
Centre.
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OPEN Mon - Fri – 09.30 – 1.30 & Sat – 09.30 – 1.30
Situated On the Xativa to Simat Road just
outside Xativa / Call For direction
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Tel 962280634 - 634001580
NEXT AUCTION

The fastest and easiest
way to sell your unwanted
items? Monthly AUCTION

Thursday February 28th
10.30am

Bring your unwanted items and they will be on display
for the entire month at a buy it now price pre auction.
Remember – ALL Auction items can be purchased at any time before
the sale date at the reserve price

Car Auction

• RETURNING TO U.K

DUE TO INCREASING DEMAND FROM OUR BUYERS WE
ARE NOW ACCEPTING CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS –
VANS, MOTORBIKES, ALL INCLUDED IN OUR AUCTION
AND SALESROOMS

Man and Van
available for hire

• DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR VECHICLES
• LET US TAKE THE WORRY OUT OF IT
•

LOW COST Removals & Storage

Local collection and delivery

NATIONAL & EUROPEAN REMOVAL SERVICE & STORAGE
Please call us for a quote !

services – call us for a quote

Call us for a quote

English Delights

This months special offers are :
Heinz baked beans 50c
Lemon curd 99c
Madras curry paste 1.50
U.K Food Direct from the U.K – and lots more.

Charity shop

Pop

along and pick up a bargain
at out charity shop stall.
Lots of Clothes Bric a Brac etc to
look through

•
•
•
•

Open 6 days per week for business.
Good discounts on quarterley bookings.
Stalls from 5€ a day
Safe , trusted & long established registered
company
The stalls do not necessarily need to be attended
Extensive advertising from Alicante to Barcelona
Cost effective solution to promoting whatever you
choose to sell
Large volume of returning customers

HOME & GARDEN SERVICES

• Household & Garden rubbish
cleared .
• Home maintenance services
• Fully registered and insured?
• Full House Clearances
Undertaken

As always , we need your donations of clothing , bric a
brac and anything else that
will sell in support of
Xativa municipal dogs home.

Please continue to bring in all your new , used and unwanted items to
support us supporting them.

Permanent Rastro Stalls
•
•
•
•

WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR MONEY TO A U.K BANK ACCOUNT

Get seen as X.T.P continues to develop
and expand during 2010

• Delivery & colection services available
• Storage areas available
• New website development planned where stall
holders may also benefit from 1000´s of potential
customers.

Book your permanent stall at our indoor Rastro premises
Call us for an informal chat on 962280634
or call in and speak to Carol

SOCIAL & ACTIVITY GROUPS

ALBAIDA
NEDERLANDERS en BELGEN in
Val d,Albaida die wel eens een
praatje willen maken ,,jeu de boulen ,kaarten , wandelen, bowlen,
of Spaanse ervaringen uitwisselen,
neem contact op met Henk Hirdes
,tel. 962135354 (Albaida) of email: hirdesvrooy@gmail.com Wij
willen niet een Ned./Belgische club
beginnen maar gwoon een paar x
p.mnd iets organiseren op vrijblijvende basis.
AMPOLLA, Vinaros, Alcossebre. St
Christopher’s Anglican church has
grown three times larger in the past
3 years and now has weekly services every Sunday in Alcossebre
(12 noon) and Vinaros (10am) as
well as a growing monthly congregation in Ampolla. We offer services in
English, includings baptisms, wedding blessings and funerals and our
visitors tell us they enjoy the hymns
and relaxed style of our worship.
Special Christmas services include
Ampolla on Christmas Eve (24th) at
4.30pm; Vinaros on Christmas day
at 10am, Alcossebre at 12 midday.
More details on our website
http://www.azaharanglican.org
ALCOSSEBRE
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING restarts on Wednesdays from 7th October 2009 and takes place in the
Sala de Exposiciones, Calle Alcala,
Alcossebre, (around the corner from
the Post Office) from 2.30pm to
4.30pm. Come and join a friendly
group for some enjoyable exercise!
For further information contact
Sheila on 964 413026 or Moira on
964 414028.
ALCOSSEBRE CANTILENA – Singing for Pleasure – Newly formed
small group meets to sing on Monday afternoons from 3.30pm to
5pm. For further information call
600255662.
ALCOSSEBRE Choir A mixed voice
choir, holding two concerts each
year and meeting for rehearsals in
the Church on Monday mornings
at 10:30 a.m. between September
and May. If you require any further
information, please telephone the
Musical Director: Ray Howell 964414848
ALCOSSEBRE Players...meet every
Friday from 2.30pm to 4.30pm. At
present, there are 2 productions
a year, in January and June. There
are also monthly evening events for
group members, which include a
variety of dramatic activities, and of
course social ‘get togethers!’ All are
welcome for on – stage, back stage
or front of house. Contact Eddie
McKay 964-414-632.
ALTURY MUSICAL SOCIETY
A new musical society are looking
for more members to perform on
stage (solo, chorus, dancing, acting etc) Even if you want to blend in
with the chorus – don’t be afraid to
come along to our next meeting at
Altury in September (date to be confirmed).For more information please
call Marie on 677670636.
BARX & La Drova Area Petanca
Team. New Player Members and
Trial Players always welcome for
both Ladies and Gents. Every Monday at 12 Midday near the Font in
La Drova with a Social Drink/Lunch
at 2-00pm. Approx 10 minutes from
Gandia. Just turn up on the day or
For Further info Telephone : Mike
and Mary Cowherd on 96 280 7018
or E Mail commodorepopeye@yahoo.com
BENIDORM - International Singles
Club. Don’t be alone. We meet every
Wednesday 11 am to 1pm at Camping Villasol (near to the outdoor
market) Tel Carine on 699301494.
www.benidorminternationalsingles.
org
COSTA BLANCA MALE VOICE
CHOIR.The Costa Blanca now has

its very own Male Voice Choir. We
rehearse every Tuesday evening at
the Bar Mediterranean Teulada at
7pm until 9pm. Members come
from as far away as Calpe, Castell
de Castells, and Gandia. We are always glad to see new faces. So if
you enjoy singing please give us a try
- you don’t need to be able to read
music. Tel Mike Evans 965744577
or e-mail tikievans@gmail.com.
COSTA BLANCA ARNAAP is an association of retired servicemen
and women who meet fortnightly
for lunch and the occasional dinner dance. For those who have not
been in the services ,we have an associate membership. More information is available from the secretary
on 966 404 650 or arnaap@live.
co.uk”
DENIA ENLISH LENDING LIBRARY
Passeig del Saladar 91. Near the
Railway Station. Over 2000books to
borrow. New books every 2 months.
Open Mon-Fri 10.00 - 1.00. Beat
the Credit Crunch- Join the Library!!
For further information:megantell@
gmail.com
DENIA WRITERS CIRCLE Are you interested in writing? Prose or poetry,
fact or fiction, you are welcome to
come along and find out about us.
Tel Sue: 649 400 336 suemerce@
gmail.com
GANDIA Harvest Fellowship Gandia Community + Bible Study +
Prayer Evangelical + Charismatic +
Celtic Influence For a friendly chat
to find out more: Call Jacqueline on
626 736 516 e: jmtoovey@gmail.
com web: http://harvest.thekingsfamily.org Looking to build a Christian community in La Safor and surrounding areas.
GANDIA CHURCH OFF ENGLAND
The Gandia Congregation of the
Costa Blanca Anglican Chaplaincy
celebrates Holy Eucharist every Sunday at 12 noon in the Borja Palace
in the centre of Gandia. All Christian denominations are welcome.
Stephen Carden 96280 7483 or
Margaret Steedman 96 280 7157
email cardenstephen@yahoo.co.uk
GANDIA ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
We are a most friendly group of
people so why not take the opportunity and join us. Open to non Service personnel. Tel Cilla Ewers on
676938739.
GANDIA AREA SOCIAL CLUB Every
Thursday evening the club meets for
dinner. Tel David on 96 287 8298
or on the web www.gandiaareasocialclub.com.
HONDON Valley Branch of the Royal British Legion meet on the 3rd
Tuesday of each month at Restaurante Monte Alto, Industrial Estate,
Hondón de las Nieves at 7.15 p.m.
Information from Secretary on 677
376 770 or davesyl@gmail.com
HONDON BRIDGE CLUB at bar
Las Galianas(near Hondon de las
Frailes) . New players welcome. Tel
Pat on 637993667 or Eddie on
677240656
INTERNATIONAL CHUCH OF VALENCIA We invite you to come and
worship with us on Sunday’s at 5.00
pm. We are an International, Inter
Denominational, English speaking Church, and we have Sunday
School for the children. We are
situated at: Instituto Benlliure Calle
Alboraya at the intersection of Convento Carmelitas (situated behind
the Viveros Park) (Metros: Primado
Reig and Pont de Fusta) Valencia.
Pastor Brent and Cindy Vermillion
963625864 or 607346513. e-mail:
brent@missionsspain.com
JAVEA UFO DISCUSSION/RESEARCH GROUP AND WORLD MYSTERIES. First Friday of each month
(excluding Jan, July and August) at
10:00 in the Social Services Centre,
Javea. Tel Maria Buckingham on 96
576 96 14 email ufojavea@gmail.

Email clubs@inlandtrader.net

com
LAS FUENTES The Friends’ Charity
Shop The Charity Shop is in the centre of Urb. Las Fuentes. It’s usually
open every weekday, from 09:30 to
13:00 [not week-ends]. From the
roundabout at the Centro Commercial, go up the steps and the shop
is on the right hand side. This is a
new initiative for this part of Spain,
where there is not even a Spanish equivalent to the term “Charity Shop”! Please support it - come
along and bring your unwanted
clothes and bric-a-brac, and spend
a few euros. We have a wonderful
selection of paperbacks in English!
LA ROMANA SUCCESSFUL SLIMMING. We meet each Wednesday
at the Bar Carlos, La Romana.
10.30am. Tel Sian on 965496209
or for more info. Tel 658271553
LLIRIA BOOK EXCHANGE CIRCLE
(between Lliria & Betera) Held every
five weeks approx completely. FREE,
entrance only a book to donate required. Tel: Mags 663777823
MONSERRAT BALLROOM DANCING (and Latin) on the second Saturday of every month takes place
at the Restaurant Sanabria, near
Monserrat(Turis). For details phone
Doug or Paula at 962127771
MURO DE ALCOY We would love
to worship and have fellowship with
other Christians in our area. We are
located between Cocentaina and
Muro del Alcoy on the N340. We
are just 15 minutes from Ontinyent
and 15 minutes from Alcoy. Come
join us on Sunday mornings at 11
a.m. for singing, Bible reading and
prayer in a relaxed home venue.
Call or email for directions. Ask
for Mark or Carla at 965590442
or 608812890 or email us at cjhmeh@gmail.com .
ONTINYENT CHRISTIANS OFF COSTAS Christian fellowship “Christians
Off Costas” now meet on Wednesdays for bible study, worship and
prayer. If you are reading this you
are probably a Christian. You will
be made very welcome if you come
and join us. All Christian denominations are welcome. We are between
Gandia and Ontinyent. For details
please call on 96 288 7023 or
680741095.
OLIVA Yoga Group at the tennis
club. Mondays and Fridays 1011.30am. Everyone welcome. Call
Nikki on 627046315 or email nikkibates@fsmail.net
OLIVA U3A Retired? Would you like
to make new friends and develop
new interests? Why not join us? We
have more than 300 members and
28 activity groups to date and we
are still growing. Visit us at ww.u3aoliva.org.
PENISCOLA . Costa Azahar Women’s Fellowship Regular monthly
meetings for fun and fellowship
are held in Alcossebre, Vinarós or
Peñiscola. Meetings are on a Thursday afternoon, usually with a guest
speaker. Keep a look out for notices
in the church News Sheet. If you’d
like more details, or need transport
etc., contact Lynda Needle on 662482-944
TEULADA GARDENERS’ CIRCLE
The first Meeting of the Gardeners’
Circle this season will be held on
Wed.7th October, 2009 at the Social
Centre, Teulada (opposite the Town
Hall) commencing at 2.30 p.m. The
speaker for this meeting will be Barry Lemon, an acknowledged expert
on his subject ‘Growing Bonsai’.
The competitions this month are
(1) A collection of seedheads (2) 3
stems of climbing plants. Everybody
welcome.
VALENCIA INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S CLUB We are based in and
around Valencia city. If you are interested in joining please contact
Marcela Mattenet, e-mail info@iwc-

Valencia.com or Tel: 961589627
VAL D´ALBAIDA “THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION La Val d’Albaida Branch.
New Members and Visitors always
welcome, Meetings take place on
the Second and forth Wednesday of
the month. Please come along and
meet us at the very Least? To confirm meetings and directions contact. Ted on 962135474. Activities,
for the 2009. Sunday 13th Sept,
Branch stall at the Rastro in Ontinyent, 0900-1300 (come along and
meet us). Wednesday 14th October,
12.00 Ten pin bowling in Albaida.
28th October, 1930 Poppy Appeal
Buffet/Dinner Dance at pub LAVA
in Cocentaina. For further details
on these events visit our Website:
http://www.rbl-albaida.synthasite.
com.
VALENCIA EXPATRIATE OSTOMATES
OF SPAIN EOS Ostomizados Extranjeros de España If you have had
surgery on the digestive or urinary
system for a disease such as cancer, you may need to wear a pouch.
Our association offers confidential
Helpline support and practical information in several languages. We
have social meetings and welcome
new and established ostomates of
all Nationalities. Contact Beryl on
96 280 8296 or Ann 96221 4360
VALENCIA Christian Assemblies International Valencia Would you like
to know whether God really exists?
Are you sick, suffering, or trapped
in addiction? God wants to give you
eternal life, health, miraculous healing and so much more...We are a
Bible-believing, Pentecostal Church
spreading the Word of God and
making disciples in many countries
around the world. We’ve just recently started our house group here in
Valencia and meet together every
Sunday at 1:30pm, and Wednesday
at 6:45pm. Come along and join in!
Contact details: Andrew: 622 276
463 or John: 622 262 997 www.
cai.org
XATIVA SOCIAL CLUB The Xativa
Social Club meets regularly once
a month for outings and menu del
dia. Old and new friends from all
over the area, of all ages and nationalities are always welcome. For
more information please contact
Karen on 962257122 or Sue on
962287549.
VILLENA Learn Spanish if you are
interested in learning spanish we
can help each other,we meet in VILLENA a group of english and spanish
people in afriendly atmosphere,JOIN
US IF YOU LIKE LEARINING SPANISH.send an e-mail mary_santurce@
hotmail.com
clubs@inlandtrader.net
All entries regular reports &

Photographs greatfully recieved and
published space permiting

AA Valencia New
Meeting Time
The Alcoholics Anonymous Valencia English-speaking group has
changed its meeting time to every
Wednesday from 12:30 -1:30pm.
The idea is to offer a meeting during the day, allowing time after the
meeting for a friendly chat and a
cup of tea or coffee with AA members. The popular Sunday evening
meeting at 7pm remains at the
same time and venue (see below)
and all are welcome at both meetings. If you think you may have a
drinking problem and would like to
attend a meeting, please call one
of the contact numbers below to
find out more about AA or just turn
up. Some of us meet before the
Sunday meeting at 7pm which is a
good opportunity for a chat before
attending a meeting. All that is re-

editor@inlandtrader.net

The end of a harsh 2009 for the
galgos in Spain.
Entering into a new year, the associatios for the galgos are still picking
up the pieces of damaged Galgos.
This particular case came through
to me since it is one of the associations I admire, they never ask for
help, and as the year closes the galgos are left in drowning conditions.
The photos speak for themselves,
the association have spoken out
asking for help with funds for a canalisation and its a massive problem. Ciudad Animal is in one of the
most punished areas for hunting
with galgos. The amount they take
in can be in their tens at a time.
There are 4 workers who care for
over 100 dogs and in their homes
they have about 16 each!!! Without them these galgos would meet
harsh endings, after a cold life
chasing hares.
We are no closer to a law against
cruelty to galgos, or stopping hunting hares with galgos and its just
another year gone by of saving who
you can.
The 3rd fiesta de galgos was a great
success, over 200 people came,
and it was a great day. The photos
are on my site. Entering into Fuente
de piedra Crisitina from Gagos Sin
Fronteras told me they had stopped
as they caught site of a galga with
a rope around her neck, she had
bviously been “playing the piano”
too scared to be caught, she fled wounds, rope and all.
Without the associations, Galgos
would not make it and so I hope
you can find in your heart no matter how small, a way in which the
galgos can enter into your life and
you be a part of saving them.
If you can help Ciudad Animal in anyway, its is urgent. Please contact
them directly, or via myself comdelrio@hotmail.com they need ALL the
help they can get!
As always, in galgo affection.
“May you the galgo, rise back up in
society and become the household
pet you so deserve to be!”
quired is a desire to stop drinking.
All calls are treated in the strictest
confidence.
Meetings : SUNDAY 19.00 – 20.00
: WEDNESDAY 12.30 – 13.30
ADDRESS : C/ Pouet de San Vicente 1, Parroquia (church).
Alley is next to C/ del Mar 51, the
last alley on that main street,
first door on the left. Fifteen minutes walk from Valencia main
train station
Valencia numbers (north of Gandia): (+34) 96 146 1123, MOB :
(+34) 686 685 860,
+34) 96 144 5085, MOB: (+34)
654 874 916
North Costa Blanca (Gandia south
to Alicante City): 648 16 90 45
South Costa Blanca (South from
Alicante City): 625 912 078
www.aa-costablanca.org
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TELEVISION. This month we discuss: - Spanish Digital Terrestrial TV
Switchover To Digital Terrestrial
Spanish TV
On the 3rd of April, all analogue transmissions will cease throughout Spain. Spanish
terrestrial TV will only be available in a digital
format. For those readers, who still haven’t
switched to a digital system, they will require
a digital antenna (if it has wings it is digital !) ,
a digital TV (most flat screens) or a set top box
for older TVs . With a terrestrial set top box, all
English TVs will receive Spanish TV. You can
opt for a combo set top box that decodes both
satellite and terrestrial TV

Digital Terrestrial Spanish TV via Satellite
For some time all the terrestrial TV channels
have been available by satellite via a computer or special set top boxes that were not
generally available to the public. According
to reliable sources, all regional and national
terrestrial TV channels will now be available
via the Hispasat satellite to persons living in
shadow areas (i.e. no terrestrial signal available) before the analogue blackout of 3rd
April 2010.
The signals will be will be encrypted and will
require a special set top box ( € 200 plus) with
presumably a “free to view” card. The service
will only be available on application, to the local authorities who have to be convinced that
the user is living in a shadow area. . These
boxes will have every regional channel provid-

ing many more channels than available with a
terrestrial antenna. I will keep you updated on
this issue or visit this Spanish blog www.diesl.
com and turn on the brilliant Google translator tool.

Installing Terrestrial Spanish TV
If you have a “line of site” view of the transmitter and live fairly close (- 10 km) all you need
is a digital antenna and a cable connected to
either the digital telly or digital set top box. If
you live very close to the transmitter, some signals will be too strong and the antenna needs
to be directed away from the transmitter.
In the event that you are not receiving all the
channels, you have to consider upgrading
the quality of your antenna and/or installing
a mast amplifier and power supply that supplies 24 volts to the mast amplifier. The mast
amplifier is attached on the mast and the
power supply has to be positioned before the
cable splits to different rooms. Most houses
in Spain have the power supply fitted in a wall
box at the point where the cable is split to the
different rooms of the house. Please note:• With most types of mast amplifiers, if the
power supply is defective or disconnected you
won’t receive a signal
• Installing a power supply and delivering 24
volts to the antenna without the mast amplifier is useless
Trouble Shooting Terrestrial Spanish Signal

By Chris Hallamore

Problems
•Make sure your antenna is pointing in the
right direction. Many older digital antennas
were correctly installed, but a few years later,
new transmitters have been installed in different locations, requiring re-orientation of
the antenna.
• If you have absolutely no signal being received, first check to see if there is a mast
amplifier fitted on the mast and if so, check
to see if there is 24 volts being supplied to
the mast amplifier. Please note mast amplifiers are only necessary when you are out of
the normal range of the transmitter
• Check to see if all the f connectors have
been properly fitted. This is a very common
cause of poor or no signals with D.I.Y. installations. The coaxial cable consists of an
outer sheaf, shielding (woven copper wires
and copper or aluminium foil), inner plastic
core and copper core (single wire). The inner
copper wire must have no contact with the
shielding and the shielding must have good
contact with the body of the f-connector.
•
•
•
•
•
• If there are multiple TV outlets in the
•
house, there could be a problem with the
splitters (junctions). The best way to detect
the problem with the cabling is to run a temporary cable from the antenna direct to your
TV or set top box
Until next time and wishing you a prosperous
New Year
For more information on Satellite and Terrestrial TV call Chris on 680 357 586
www.swiftbox.net
sat@swiftbox.net
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Tv Highlights

Great Edinburgh Cross Country
Saturday 9 January 1.00-2.30pm

So You Think You Can Dance
Saturday 9 January 7.00-8.05pm
Wallander – The Man Who Smiled Ep 2/3
Sunday 10 January
Hustle Ep 2/6
Monday 11 January 9.00-10.00pm
Lark Rise To Candleford Ep 1/12
Sunday 10 January 8.00-9.00pm
Survivors Ep 1/6
Tuesday 12 January 9.00-10.00pm
Abby and her mismatched family of survivors
are in disarray, as the series written by Adrian
Hodges and starring Julie Graham, Paterson
Joseph, Zoe Tapper, Max Beesley and Nikki
Amuka-Bird returns
Material Girl Ep 1/6
Thursday 14 January 8.00-9.00pm
A hectic Paris Fashion Week kicks off in this
new romantic comedy about young fashion
designer Ali. Backstage, at the Davina Bailey
show,

The Andrew Marr Show

Sunday 17 January, 9.00am. Andrew Marr’s
guests include Liberal Democrat Leader, Nick
Clegg MP.

Late Kick Off

Monday 18 January 11.15-11.45pm
Football League fans across England are
given unparalleled access to their teams with
a new Monday-night regional magazine show
called Late Kick Off.

Relic – Guardians Of The Museum

Ep 1/13 Thursday 21 January 4.30-5.00pm

Sunday 10 January

At 6.45pm, Superstar skating duo Jayne
Torvill and Christopher Dean return to
train a team of celebrities in Dancing On
Ice. At 8.30pm, love is in the air at Leopard’s Den as Stephen Tompkinson and
Dawn Steele return for the fifth series of
Wild At Heart.

Monday 11 January

At 9pm, the cream of British acting talent
are back together for the second series
of the hugely successful Law & Order:
UK.

Tuesday 12 January

At 9pm, Piers tours around the Spanish
resort of Marbella investigating a tale of
two cities in Piers Morgan On Marbella.

S.J Satellites

From Fault Finding
to New Installations

Do you have a 1.9m/2.4m dish then
we can give you ITV/Ch4 coverage
24 hours a day!
Do you have a 1m /1.2m dish?
Then you too could now be watching
Ch4, ITV, Sky 3 and more?
Spanish TDT Over 30 channels.
Films, Sitcoms, Disney all
available in English.
Also Premiership/F1/Rugby and more.

Contact Stephen on
660 288 403.
www.sjsatellites.com
Gandia to Torrevieja and Inland
ALICANTE inc INLAND.
FULLY LEGAL AND REGISTERED

Friday 15 January

At 9pm, Pop Star to Opera starts.

ITV2

Hell’s Kitchen USA * Monday 11th January, 9pm Gordon Ramsay is back for
more blustering, banter and cooking in
the new series of Hell’s Kitchen USA.

Channal 4

The New Year welcomes the return of
Celebrity Big Brother to Channel 4 for
one final fling of celebrity voyeurism.

15% DISCOUNT
QUOTE THIS ADVERT WHEN
MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT.

POOR ‘SKY’ RECEPTION?

ARE YOU FED UP LOOSING YOUR
FAVOURITE PROGRAMMES ?
HAS THE WIND MOVED YOUR DISH ?
GET THE BEST FROM YOUR DISH.
THE SAT MAN WILL CHECK AND RE-ALIGN YOUR
DISH & LNB.
TEL. 687954437 NOW

T
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Property

Homes and Garden Services

btinspain.com
Tel 902733633

Spanish Property Market 2010 ?
by Mark Paddon Building Surveyor

T

he trends identified in my
last market overview for autumn 2009 proved to continue
right up until the Christmas
break, with bargain hunters and
of course vendors trying to close
down deals. The popular property types include well located
villas and apartments with the
buyer’s definition of ‘well located’ including good proximity to
the following:- An attractive coastal town with
good beaches - within 30 minutes
- A good choice of local restaurants and shopping facilities
- Leisure facilities such as Golf
(a golf course which includes a
good hotel is also preferable to
one that does not).
As far fewer families tend to
be arriving in Spain when compared to 5 years ago, proximity to schools has become less
important and most buyers are
either retiring (buying a principle residence), or close to retirement and buying a second
home. Airport proximity is important, but as most properties

from Castellon to Southern Murcia are within 1 hr of a decent
airport with UK flights, this factor is often taken for granted.
Of course some buyers are
seeking to escape further inland away from all associations
with tourism and other Brits,
but it is a fact that this market
has declined dramatically in the
last 18-24 months. Improved
knowledge about the down side
of buying on ‘rustic’ land, has
also channeled buyers towards
urban properties.
I have noticed some buyer’s as
having ruled out living on an
‘urbanisation’ after basing their
judgment on just one or two examples. All buyers should note
that urbanisations differ greatly,
and whilst some may feel cluttered with high density housing, others may have a limit e.g.
of one detached dwelling per
850m2 of plot and hence not
only look relatively green (when
established) but also offer a
very tranquil existence, with less
security risk or legal ‘unknowns’
than a rustic property example.

The nationality mix of residents
also varies greatly between areas. As always I would recommend that buyers travel a 1 hr
radius from their ‘ideal’ location
and keep a very open mind as
to what they are looking for until
they have seen different property types and areas. Advice
from existing owners and agents
is often valuable, but do go and
look for yourself before ruling
out certain zones. You may well
be pleasantly surprised.
If you have your heart set on
new, be sure to compare with
old, if a villa is a ‘must’, at least
check out an apartment or town
house for the same money. A
major part of buying involves
truly knowing what you want
rather than guessing, and this
will only come from spending
adequate time researching what
is available and going to see
it. Remember an estate agent
(rather than property finder) will
normally cover a specific geographical area and is hence unlikely to advise you that any area
outside this is more attractive or
represents better value.

Specialist Insurers for the Expatriate Community

Catalunya Insurance Services

√
√
√
For all your Insurance needs under one roof and your free quotation √
Call us now 977493607 - 977457017 √

C&G

BUILDERS,

REFORMS

CONTACT
CHRIS OR GARY.
TEL 965475509
MOB 695427300

claim that ‘they don’t do surveys
in Spain’. Most buyers now seek
independent professional advice
which includes a structural survey and independent legal representation. Further to this, the
market downturn has weeded
out some of the less professional agents, such that a surviving
agency today is more likely to be
a relatively ethical one (though
of course there are always exceptions to the rule!). As a result
the more astute buyer is avoiding the mistakes made by many
others over the last decade.
A free 15 page property buyer’s
guide is available through my website www.surveysspain.com
NB:- Information for advice purposes
only. Proper legal and safety procedures
should be followed for all property purchases and building works.
Information provided by Mark Paddon
BSc Hons Building Surveying. MCIOB,
Structural Surveys, purchase and defects advice throughout Valencia- Alicante – Murcia Spain.
Initial phone and e-mail advice is free.

T: 962807247
M: 653733066
markpaddon@terra.es
Copyright- Mark Paddon 2010

www.catalunyainsuranceservices.com
Pet Insurance
Funeral Plans
Travel Insurance
Legal Protection
Business Insurance

All aspects of building work.floors,
roofs,tiling,kitchen,bathrooms fitted.
plumbing, rewires and dry lining.

NOW THE WINTER IS HERE,
DAMP COMING THROUGH
YOUR WALLS AND UGLY FLAKY
PAINT..BE WARMER THIS WINTER
WITH DRY LINED WALLS.

In money terms, prices have remained reduced as the pound is
still week against the Euro such
that Brit buyers taking money
back to the UK can drop their
price and still get enough pounds
in return. Properties owned by
elderly German vendors still
represent some of the best bargains, as some of these people
bought for as little as 25,000
Euros many years ago and in
old age (they are often returning
to Germany for health reasons)
the difference between 450k
and 350k is not so important to
them when compared with time.
Whilst in Autumn 2009 some
buyer’s were holding fast hoping for the value of the pound
to improve and property prices
in Spain to drop further, neither
have materialised and most buyers now see that there are genuine opportunities available right
now and are hence snapping up
bargains with less hesitation.
It is increasingly noticeable that
buyers are better informed as
to the do’s and don’ts of buying
here and will no longer accept
the old unscrupulous agent’s

√
√
√
√
√

Household Insurance
Buildings & Contents
Apartments
Fincas
Mobile Homes

RETURNING TO UK?
NEED SOMETHING BROUGHT OVER

Singular Items Upto Full Van Load.

√
√
√
√
√

Motor Insurance
UK & Spanish Registered
Classic Cars
Motor Homes
Motor Bikes

A&G TRADING Transport & Storage

UK, Spain,
Europe !

Regular Trips - Very Large Van
Call Now for quotation and dates
Tel Maurice 671797151

7.5 tonne truck, Furniture Removals

spainukspain@hotmail.co.uk

Spain to UK.

0044 2380668000

Covering all areas

Full loads, Half loads.

3 bedroom house contents and
belongings, From 1,950 euros.

“International pet transport.”

Friendly service,and good
on your pocket.
Legally Registered in Spain

Truck, mid size and small vans
available for day hire with driver.
We can also take your pet, passenger
and even drive your car, fully insured.

Tel 618228928
a.gtrading@yahoo.co.uk
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Good
Good
Health
Health
News
News
For
For
Backs
Backs
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f the reaction in
Sweden is anything
to go by, this New
Year there is going
to be an “ahhh” over
a couple of amazing
therapeutic
products which have just
reached the UK.
Each has its own
long list of satisfied
users, who are prepared to testify to the
marked improvement
in their back-related
ailments since they
began using one, so
it will be interesting
to see how they fair
in the UK.
So how do they work?
To understand that
let’s take a quick
refresher in human
physiology.
Pain is one of the
body’s warning systems. It alerts us that
something is wrong.
Although we may
feel a pain there are
times when, for whatever reason, we don’t
have or make time to
respond, we ignore
the body’s natural
signal. Pain can then
become chronic. If
allowed to continue
unchecked pain and
psychological, physical or inflammatory
stress increases the
body’s production of
adrenaline, cortisol
and
noradrenalin
– the body’s stress
hormones. A longterm increase in the
level of cortisol (more
than four hours) impairs the immune response, raises blood
pressure and blood
sugar level, as well
as making us more
sensitive to pain.
High levels of cortisol also influence
metabolism; stomach fat is laid down.
Everybody
knows
that people often put
on weight in periods
of stress, and that it
often collects around
the stomach. High
levels of noradrena-

www.thetraderonline.es • 962910095
lin result in muscle
tension and aching
muscles and joints.
The body is in high
tension. In addition,
the level of oxytocin
decreases, causing
sexual desire to decline or disappear
altogether.
When
oxytocin levels are
reduced, levels of
the harmful stress
hormones are raised
and the vicious circle
starts.
Pain-stress
= pain/stress. Your
muscles can repair
and rebuild damaged muscle fibres
when at rest. But if
you always tense a
muscle or area by
heavy lifting, computer work, repetitive movements or
just during periods
of stress and anxiety, the muscles will
never get a chance
to rest and relax, or
the intervals of rest
are too few and too
far between. This
may lead to chronic
aches and pain.
Enter oxytocin the
body’s own ”happy
pill”!
Oxytocin is our peace
and calm hormone.
It is secreted during breast-feeding,
caresses, massage,
meditation,
when
people listen to
pleasant music, go
for an enjoyable walk,
exercise, dance, ridine, enjoy a good
dinner and so on.
When levels of oxytocin rise, the levels
of stress hormones
in the body fall. Oxytocin makes us socially open, improves
our working memory
and our self-esteem
expressed through
the body. Damaged
or worn tissues are
repaired and new
cells grow where they
are needed. Our pain
threshold is raised,
blood pressure falls
and worries and
anxieties decrease.
Sexual desire increases. Large doses
of oxytocin make
us drowsy. Oxytocin
is the body’s own
”happy pill”. So, by
increasing the body’s
production of oxytocin, you optimise
your body’s performance and durability
instead of

The Casall Red Spike Mat £45.00

manipulating it.
The Casall Spike mat
and Swedish Spike
Mat provide pain relief
There are many factors that indicate
the body produces
endorphins and oxytocin when you use
the Spike Mats. The
endorphins are the
body’s natural “painkillers” which are
released during exercise. When the body
releases endorphins,
you become more relaxed and your pain
threshold is raised.
Use the mats whenever your muscles
ache or when your
joints feel stiff. When
your body is relaxed it
is better able to heal
and recover. Thereafter the mats can be
used regularly to provide the body with a
naturally
induced
period of relaxation
hormone production
which counteracts
the effects of stress,
aches and pain.
Relax
You can also use the
Casall Spike mat or
Swedish Spike Mat
for pure relaxation.
Use them when you
find it difficult to wind
down, or when you
are feeling stressed.
Try using them before
going to bed to help
you fall asleep more
easily. Regular use
will help you relax
and create a quicker
self-healing process
for your body.
Use
Lie on the mat for

20-40 minutes as
needed, preferably
at least a couple of
times a week. Youcan use these mats
every day. It should
feel “nicely painful”
to achieve its effect.
Remember though,
we all have different
pain thresholds, so
most of us will need
to adjust the effect
by putting a towel
or thin cloth on the
Swedish mat to soften the pressure of
the “nails”. Try it out
until you find the right
level of sensation.
The “nails” of the
mat have a rounded
tip and cannot harm
you. There are more
detailed instructions
for use enclosed with
the product. Similarly
with the Casall Spike
Mat you will find detailed guidelines for
best, safe practise.
Retail Cost and Where
to Buy:
The Swedish (Acupressure) Spike Mat
retails at £59.00 at
www.fefea.com
The Casall Spikemat
retails at £45.00 at
http://www.casalls to r e . c o m / e qu i p ment/yoga-pilates/
spike-mat....
and
from branches of
John Lewis.
During January 2010
£5 from the sale of
every mat will be
donated to BackCare, the charity
for healthier backs.
h t t p : / / w w w. b a c kcare.org.uk/

The Swedish (Acupressure)
Spike Mat retails at £59.00

Barcelona
Marathon
‘could put
runners through
their paces’
The Barcelona Marathon was first run in
1977 and since then has established itself
as something of an institution that is bound
to put competitors through their paces and
test their speed and stamina as they travel
through the city.
In 2010 it will be taking place on March 7th,
so people may still have the opportunity to
start training if they want to participate.
They will have to be up bright and early however, as the action begins at 08:30 local time
0n Avinguda Maria Cristina, which is named
after Maria Cristina, Queen Consort and
Queen Regent of Spain.
Although the first runners begin to cross the
finish line at around 10:40 local time, those
who are perhaps not as speedy have up to six
hours after the start of the event to complete
the challenge.
It will also be split into several sub-categories
to divide contestants depending on their age
and ability.
Nearly 10,000 people registered for the Barcelona Marathon in 2009, compared to just
over 4,000 in 2006.
If you’re heading to the Barcelona Marathon
this year, we strongly advise that you book
your hoteles Barcelona as soon as possible,
given the huge popularity of the event.
LateRooms.com offers customers a saving of up to
70 per cent off the normal room rate for a variety of
independent and branded hotels. Customers can
book online or by phone 24/7, whether booking 12
months or 12 minutes in advance – whatever time,
whatever day. No other accommodation site offers
this flexibility.

Experience LA at Madrid
International Contemporary
Art Fair 2010
Fans of American culture and art have the
opportunity to see a showcase dedicated
to all that Los Angeles has to offer at the
Madrid International Contemporary Art Fair
2010.
Set to take place between February 17th
and 21st 2010, the event will be held at the
Parque Ferial Juan Carlos 1 (IFEMA), which
is within easy reach of the wide array of Madrid hotels.
The organisers explained that the showcase
is set to attract a range of people from the
artistic sector, from gallery owners, private
collectors, aficionados and those who are
simply keen to take a look at the works on
display.
A total of 17 galleries will showcase work
dedicated to the city of Los Angeles, which
the coordinators of the event describe as
one of the global epicentres of the modern
art scene. The galleries will be curated by
Kris Kuramitsu and Christopher Miles.
Media set to be used at the event include
sculpture, painting, installation, photography and video.
Online resource WhatsOnWhen notes that
tickets for the event are on sale now and
that a number of different packages are
available. Passes range in cost from €32
(£28.49) to €66 and a number of concessionary deals are also on offer.
Jessica Reading, head of marketing for
LateRooms, commented: “Demand for Madrid International Contemporary Art Fair is
always significant and we recommend that
anyone considering attending should book
their hoteles Madrid as early as possible.”
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Cheap Flights
Engine Skyscanner
Discloses its 2010
Travel Trends

Cheap flights search that holiday budgengine Skyscanner ets may be growing
reveals the top 50 after a tough finanmost searched for cial year” said Sam
destinations from Baldwin, SkyscanUK airports for trav- ner travel expert.
el in 2010.
Brand new entries
In the top spot was to the top 50 were
Malaga, moving up Johannesburg and
one place from last Cape Town, which
year. Tenerife and will be welcoming
Alicante were sec- the World Cup in
ond and third most 2010. Cheap flights
searched for, mean- to Australia also
ing Spain took the entered the top 50
several times with
top three positions.
Cheap flights to the Melbourne entering
US destination of at position 34, Perth
Orlando was a new at 43 and Brisbane
entry into the top at 48. Kuala Lumpur
ten at number 4, ris- and Hong Kong also
ing 12 places since entered the top 50
last year. Turkey held for the first time.
its position in the Destinations droptop five with cheap ping most in search
flights to Dalaman volume were Edremaining the 5th inburgh, Salzburg,
flights
most searched for Murcia,
destination for the to London and
second year in a Fuerteventura.
row. The Portuguese Data is based on
city of Faro stuck searches from UK
at position 6 with airports for travel in
New York breaking 2010, using search
into the top ten at data collected in Q4
number 7, up five of 2009.
positions from last
Skyscanner – never
year.
miss a flight
Palma came in 8th,
losing one spot since Since Skyscanner
last year; Lanzarote was founded in
was 9th rising four 2002, our mission
places, and Geneva has been to create
was 10th, dropping the first website in
the world to show
two places.
every single comOverall Spain was mercial flight on
yet again the most earth – hence our
popular country for slogan –never miss
Brits to visit, with a flight.
11 Spanish destinations within the Top By comparing hun50, five of which are dreds of airlines
and thousands of
in the top ten.
routes, we make it
“These early indi- easy for you never
cations show that to miss a flight deal.
Spain is still by far With over 600 difthe most popular ferent carriers and
destination for Brit- 670,000 different
ish travellers. Me- routes listed, we’re
dium and long haul getting closer to this
locations also seem goal every day.
to be on the rise
compared to last
year,
suggesting
www.skyscanner.es

CARNIVALS Vinaròs has an outstand-

ing tradition during the Carnaval celebration in
the province. The town is full of color, music and
festive atmosphere. This is a popular celebration
in which the 40 troupes from Vinaròs are responsible for putting on a musical parade for all who
come to participate in the parades on Saturday
and Sunday. All dressed in spectacular and flamboyant outfits, most notably the Carnival Queen.
During the week, are the acts for all ages known
as the wake and the “Burial of the Sardine”.
Start Date: 24/01/2008 End Date: 03/02/2008
Week before Ash Wednesday.
ALCALA DE XIVERT - ALCOSSEBRE, Castellón A
weekend of costumes, balls, parades of children
and adults, burial of the sardine and fireworks.
Start
Date:
20/02/2009
End
Date:
22/02/2009
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SELL or Swap
Your Property
Direct
and Pay
NO Commission!

Town House Vall De Gallinera
BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER
PRICE 99,000 euros
Property Exchange considered in
the Chesterfield or Alfreton area
(Derbyshire).
For more details

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Or contact the owner direct Mrs
Scutt on 96 6406505

Villa Bellus

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

One off payment of 200 euros and we will advertisie your property
with your contacts details for 12 months. In Print and online.
For more information go to

Price: 199,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct Mr &
Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 - 699758557.

Benidorm Apartment

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Email Info@thespanishpropertyshop.com
or Tel 672883784

10 metres from Poniente beach with
uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay.Apartment block set in private secure grounds with swimming
pool , lawns , basketball and play
areas. Underground parking space
+ 2 individual locked store rooms. (
Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)90m2 Lounge
with panoramic window views of sea
, large sun terrace , kitchen 2 bedrooms and bathroom.
Fantastic Investment opportunity
rarely available in this residential
block - 320,000€

or contact the owner direct Pauline 634001580

REFORM BISQUERT

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 135,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
After 6pm 962282370

RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT MURCIA

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Xativa – Farmhouse
Substantially
reduced for quick sale
345,000 – 285,000€

www.spanishpropertyshop.com

Contact Owner Direct
Tel 962282370

Price: 270,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
Tel Vincens 696 476 429

January 2010

MAGNIFICENT DETACHED
VILLA / Pla De Corals

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 550,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
634154280
Set in plot of 5000m2 with 497m2
of construction.
interrupted
• Outstanding
views across the local countryside. Fully fenced with
automatic gates and rear
entrance.
• Large parking area with automated garage for 2 cars.
• Multiple green houses , fitted with solar and water systems,
• Mains power throughout in
addition to a solar energy installation system.
• PVC windows with persianas
and wrought iron grills.
• Swimming Pool.
• Sweeping staircase to upper American style lounge
/ kitchen and dining room ,
leading to large double bedroom with a huge en suite
bathroom , 2 W.C´s and
dressing area.
• Conservatory.
• Easliy adapt to a country restaurant or hotel.

Lots more to this property
please see

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

or call to view.

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home with 2 bathrooms
and private terrace. Floor area
of 95 m². Ground floor property
with private underground car
park and storage room included
in the price. Communal swimming pools and lifts.
Enjoy the Dave Thomas designed 18 hole par 72 golf
course, where Sam Torrence is
Captain of Golf. Relax at Roda´s
private beach club on the Mar
Menor, accessed by a water
taxi.
It is also one of the most important spots in the world for sports
lovers, offering water sports,
an endless range of activities
swimming, sailing or water skiing, tennis, trekking or golf.

BUSINESS PROPERTY FOR SALE OR FOR LET
For Sale HISTORIC XATIVA SHOP

Business premises and living accommodation for
sale in the sought after historic quarter of Xativa. Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to the twice
weekly Xativa market. Rare freehold opportunity and
is suitable for multiple purposes. The property offers
50m2 over 4 floors. In need of total refurbishment
but we are informed the roof has been replaced within the last 3 years.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

or contact the owner direct Pauline 634001580

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT IN XATIVA, poligono Cami
As seen in A place in the Sun

Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing doors, 400m2
1400 euos a month Tel 696476429

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

January 2010
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Where do we Deliver
Inland & Coastal Trader

Front Entrance
Carrefour
GANDIA Valencia

Display advert
from 12,50 euros
a month
can you afford
not to!

Carrefour Distribution Points

Vinaros Restarante Croissanteria . Gandia / Front Entrance.
Carrefour Eliana Cafe
Carrefour Cocentaina Cafe
Carrefour Petera Sweet shop and Cafe
Carrefour Sagunto Cafe
Carrefour Paterna Cafe
Carrefour Villa Real Lottery
Carrefour Alzira Cafe
Carrefour Massanasa Cafe
Carrefour Onda Coffee Shop express
Carrefour Reus Carrefour
Carrefour Tarregona
Carrefour Tortosa
Carrefour Torredembarra

Barcelona
Tarragona

Download FREE www.thetraderonline.es
PROVINCE

ALBACETTE
Almansa
Caudete
PROVINCE
ALICANTE
Alcocer de
Planes
Alcoy
Alfafara
Algueña
Almudaina
Alqueria
d’Asnar (l’)
Banyeres
de Mariola
Beneixama
Beniarrés
Benifato
Benilloba
Benillup
Benimarfull
Benimassot
Biar
Cañada
Castalla
Cocentaina
Quatretondeta
Dénia
Elda
Famorca
Gaianes
Orxa (l’)
Millena
Monóvar
Muro de
Alcoy
Ondara
Onil
Pedreguer
Pego
Petrer
Planes
Salinas
Sax
Verger (el)
Villena

PROVINCE
BARCELONA
Sitges
Sant Pere
de Ribes
Cubelles
Castelldefels
More Next

Month
PROVINCE
CASTELLON
Alcalà de
Xivert
Benicarló
Benicasim
Burriana
Cabanes
Càlig
Castellón de la
Plana
Oropesa
del Mar
Peñíscola
San Jorge
Torreblanca
Useras
Vall d’Alba
Vila-real
Vinaròs
Province
Tarragona
Ampolla
Ametlla de
Mar
Cambrills
Flix
Ginestar
Mont Roig
Del Camp
Mora de
Ebre
Perrello
Rasquera
Reus
Riba Roja
D’Ebre
Roquetes
Tarragona
Tortosa
Vila Seca
Salou

PROVINCE
VALENCIA
Ador
Agullent
Albaida
Albal
Alberic
Alborache
Alboraya
Alzira
Alcúdia (l’)
Alcúdia de
Crespins
Aldaia
Alfafar

Alfauir
Alfarrasí
Algar de
Palancia
Algemesí
Alginet
Almiserà
Alpuente
Alqueria
de la
Comtessa
Andilla
Anna
Antella
Aielo de
Malferit
Aielo de
Rugat
Ayora
Barxeta
Barx
Bèlgida
Bellreguard
Bellús
Benagéber
Benaguasil
Benavites
Benetússer
Beniarjó
Beniatjar
Benicolet
Benifairó
de la
Valldigna
Benifaió
Benigánim
Benirredrà
Benisanó
Benissoda
Benisuera
Bétera
Bocairent
Bolbaite
Bonrepòs i
Mirambell
Bufali
Bugarra
Buñol
Burjassot
Canals
Canet d’En
Berenguer
Carcaixent
Càrcer
Carlet
Casinos
Castelló
de Rugat

Castellonet de la
Conquesta
Catadau
Catarroja
Corbera
Cortes de
Pallás
Quatretonda
Cullera
Chella
Cheste
Xirivella
Chiva
Chulilla
Daimús
Domeño
Eliana (l’)
Enguera
Ènova (l’)
Fontanars dels
Alforins
Foios
Font d’En
Carròs (la)
Font de
la Figuera
(la)
Gandia
Genovés
Gestalgar
Gilet
Godella
Godelleta
Granja de
la Costera
Guadasequies
Guadassuar
Guardamar de
la Safor
Jalance
Xeraco
Jarafuel
Xàtiva
Xeresa
Llíria
Losa del
Obispo
Llutxent
Llocnou
d’En
Fenollet
Llocnou
de Sant
Jeroni
Llanera de

Ranes
Llaurí
Llombai
Llosa de
Ranes (la)
Macastre
Manises
Manuel
Marines
Massamagrell
Massanassa
Meliana
Miramar
Mislata
Mogente/
Moixent
Moncada
Montserrat
Montaverner
Montesa
Montroy
Náquera
Navarrés
Novelé/
Novetlè
Oliva
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Real Madrid may visit Taiwan in
August

www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com

LA LIGA 2009 / 2010 - ROUND 16 SATURDAY
& SUNDAY GAMES RESULTS
The Spanish League - La
Liga - got back into action
with Round 16 after the
Xmas week break with
three top matches.
VALENCIA CF played host
to ESPANYOL in a rough &
tumble game that saw it
solved & won by the home
team in the very last moment by ZIGIC (above).
Earlier in the 77th min Villa had hit the “woodwork”
& signalled the path for a
draw, but luck & persistence paided off for Valencia, just!. Final score 1-0
Celebration atmosphere
at “Camp Nou” as FC BARCELONA showed off their
6 piece silverware to the
home crowd before their
game against VILLAREAL.
The “vibe” was positive
when PEDRO put Barça
ahead early in the 7th min
after Henry hit the post.
But the party finished
there! Villareal slowly got
back & exploited a Barça
side without Iniesta, Messi & its African midfielders
on “African Cup” duties
to take back the match

& eventually equalize via
FUSTER in the 50th min.
It could have gone really
wrong for Barça had the
referee called an apparent
penalty on Villareal player
Nilmar that would have
possibly poured more cold
water over the “celebration” night. Final result, &
for Barça lucky at that, a
1-1 draw that gives arch
rival Real Madrid a chance
to close the classification
points gap tomorrow if
they win.
ATLETICO DE MADRID met
a stronger theoritical SEVILLA FC team tonight &
sinned by not taking its
chances; but destiny had
a surprise for everyone up
its sleeve. Atletico forward
DIEGO FORLAN for example had 4 clear opportunities that frustrated everyone & he finally managed
& converted indirectly with
an own goal by Sevilla FC
defender Dragutinovic in
the 48th min to equalize
for Atletico.
Earlier RENATO had put

Sevilla ahead in the 44th
min after Atletico had
dominated. But the best
was still to come in the
2ºhalf. Firstly Sevilla went
down to 10 men & created
a defensive wall that was
to drive the visiting team
in thinking towards securing a draw. But against all
odds, in the last seconds
of the game in extra-time
ANTONIO LOPEZ headed
a Simao free kick to give
Atletico the win & a very
needed victory that tasted
like a final of the European Cup. The stadium &
the Atletico bench virtually
fell apart with joy & hugs
as they could not imagine
beforehand the possibility of a win. Final score:
2-1 Sunday saw REAL MADRID missed chance for
Madrid to close the gap
on Barcelona. MADRID 0
- OSASUNA 0 :
The highlight is Mallorca
who are 4th on the ladder
& surprise for everyone.

Legendary Spanish football club Real
Madrid may visit Taiwan for the first time
in August, the company that is arranging
the trip said Monday. The Spanish powerhouse, which toured Asia in 2003 and
2005, is scheduled for a friendly match
in Beijing on August 8, and Taiwan hopes
to host another leg of the team’s Asian
visit.

Alonso to debut in Valencia
According to news agency Europa Press,
Fernando Alonso will make his Ferrari debut on the first of February in Valencia, It
is believed that the 28-year-old will drive
on all three days of the test days.

Ticket prices announced for
2011 Rugby World Cup

White won the Masters in 1984 by beating Terry Griffiths in the final
Jimmy White says his appearance in the
ITV show I’m a Celebrity has helped him
in his preparation for this month’s Masters at Wembley. The Londoner who has
been given a wildcard for the event, said:
“I lost 22lb and that will be a real benefit
to me in my snooker.

Tickets for the final of the 2011 World
Cup in New Zealand will cost between
NZ$390 (£170) and NZ$1250 (£545).
Tickets for many group matches will be
much cheaper, starting from NZ$15 for
children and NZ$30 (£13) for adults.
The 2011 World Cup kicks off on Friday,
9 September when the hosts face Tonga
at Eden Park in Auckland, with the final
taking place on Sunday, 23 October at
the same venue. Tickets will go on general sale in April 2010

Spanish League Table

Premier League Table

Snooker Masters starts January 10th

Pl W D L +/1 FC Barcelona 16 12 4 0 27
2 Real Madrid
16 12 2 2 27
3 Valencia CF
16 9 5 2 12
4 RCD Mallorca 16 9 3 4 12
5 Sevilla FC
16 9 3 4 12
6 Dep La Coruña 16 8 4 4 3
7 Getafe CF
16 9 0 7 4
8 Athletic Bilbao 16 8 2 6 1
9 Villarreal CF
16 6 4 6 5
10 Sporting Gijón 16 5 6 5 0
11 Atlético Madrid 16 4 5 7 -5
12 Osasuna
16 4 5 7 -5
13 Real Valladolid 16 3 7 6 -5
14 R. Santander 16 4 4 8 -6
15 UD Almería
16 4 4 8 -10
16 RCD Espanyol 16 4 4 8 -12
17 CD Tenerife
16 4 3 9 -15
18 Málaga CF
16 2 7 7 -4
19 Real Zaragoza 16 3 4 9 -18
20 Xerez CD
16 1 4 11 -23

Pts
40
38
32
30
30
28
27
26
22
21
17
17
16
16
16
16
15
13
13
7

1 Chelsea
2 Manchester United
3 Arsenal
4 Tottenham Hotspur
5 Manchester City
6 Aston Villa
7 Liverpool
8 Birmingham City
9 Fulham
10 Sunderland
11 Everton
12 Stoke City
13 Blackb Rovers
14 Burnley
15 Wo Wanderers
16 Wigan Athletic
17 West Ham United
18 BolWanderers
19 Hull City
20 Portsmouth

Pl W D L
Pts
20 14 3 3
45
20 14 1 5 43
19 13 2 4
41
20 11 4 5
37
19 9 8 2
35
20 10 5 5
35
20 10 3 7 33
20 9 5 6
32
19 7 6 6
27
20 6 5 9
23
19 5 7 7 22
19 5 6 8 21
20 5 6 9
21
20 5 5 10
20
20 5 4 11
19
19 5 4 10
19
20 4 6 10 18
18 4 6 8
18
20 4 6 10
18
20 4 2 14
14

ATLETICO DE MADRID: JUVENTUS ALLOWS MOLINARO ON LOAN
ATLETICO DE MADRID has
managed the loan for the
rest of the season of CRISTIAN MOLINARO, player
under contract with Italian
team JUVENTUS. According
the Spanish daily “AS”, the
Italian comes to help out
in the “delicate” left back
position, one of few may I

just add. Atletico are still
attempting to shut other
possible players in the
“Winter Transfer Market”.
FANNI from French team
Rennes & SALVIO from Argentine team Lanus are
the targets according to
the press.

FC BARCELONA PLAYERS
DOMINATED “DECADE” TEAM
The English paper “The Sun” has given
their “Best 11 Team of the Decade”.
The news from this end is the inclusion
of PUYOL & the ex & current Spanish
League players in the majority that have
played for FC BARCELONA.
Here is their full list:
Buffon; Cafú, Cannavaro, Puyol, Maldini;
Zidane, Figo, Ronaldinho, Cristiano Ronaldo; Messi y Henry. As with any list,
it is very subjective & SFS has to question the “credibility” of a media source
as “The Sun” whom lacks real criteria in
most of its formats. Having said this, it
is something to be proud about & gives
Spanish Football another approval that
adds more prestige to its main Football
League & teams. Obviously, there is an
intrinsic arguement that is higlighted;
that many who form/ed part of Spanish
Football also had “glory” days in Italian &
English Football. This is not debated.

ATLETICO DE MADRID: LIVERPOOL FC TALKING WITH MAXI
RODRIGUEZ?
The future of ATLETICO DE MADRID Argentine International MAXI RODRIGUEZ is everywhere except at the Spanish Club. The last
weeks has been full of stories about possible transfers &/or loans to JUVENTUS &
BOCA JUNIORS. Now from England the story
from “The Times” informs that LIVERPOOL
FC is also in talks with Club & player.
The news goes on to detail that two meetings have already taken place & thus gives
this all an “air” of seriousness & advances.
The Spanish Club needs money & the player
needs playing time to secure a place in the
Argentine National Team for the upcoming
World Cup. However, from Atletico, they deny
any offers & insist that they wish to keep the
player until the end of the season but will
not renew his contract. This later statement
makes no sense as it will be always better to
get some money now than to allow the player to leave “free” at the end of the season.

Stay tuned!
Till Next Time Striker

Increase your chances
of winning a share of
Euromillions jackpot by

3.600%

The Trader has recently affiliated with a British lottery syndicate management firm
and we are inviting you, our readers to join us and take advantage of their e-lottery
syndicate system which to date has won more than 3 million pounds!
Compared to entering the draw individually it is well known that syndicates fair better
where the Lottery is concerned.

Benifits

BEAT THE ODDS - INCREASES CHANCE OF WINNING A
JACKPOT SHARE IN THE LOTTO BY 733%
AND IN THE EUROMILLIONS BY EVEN MORE
A STAGGERING 3.600%
e-LOTTERY HAS BEEN AROUND FOR 6 YEARS
SO YOU CAN HAVE COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND.
IT´S THE EASIER AND SMATER WAY TO PLAY THE LOTTERY
BUT DON´T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
CHECK IT OUT FOR YOURSELF

www.traderlotto.com
www
.traderlotto.com
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DVD Releases
The Taking of Pelham 123:

Mesrine (Parts 1 and 2)

Releases 11 January

Releases 25 January

This remake of
the 1974 film is a
classic thriller with
plenty of edge-ofthe-seat moments
and sufficient plot
twists to link the formidable action and
suspense sequences. When a gang of
armed men hijacks
a subway train, it
appears to be a
straightforward hostage situation with
the leader, Bernard
Ryder (John Travolta), demanding
a $10 million dollar
ransom to be paid
within one hour.
However, as the action unfolds, there
is more to this movie than meets the
eye. Ryder will only
deal with one man
in the control office
as the negotiations
continue but Walter Garber (Denzel Washington) is
hardly the go-between of choice for
those further up
the hierarchy of the
transport system.
Under investigation
for alleged bribery,
Garber is hardly flavour of the month
with his colleagues.
But, when they try
to replace him, Ryder responds by
shooting a hostage
and Garber is swiftly brought back to
the microphone to
continue
dealing
with Ryder.
Director Tony Scott
has a huge number
of highly acclaimed
films under his belt
– indeed, he is one
of the genre’s biggest names. The
Taking of Pelham
123 would therefore
have presented few
problems for such
a seasoned pro in

Mesrine is based
on the autobiography of the infamous
French
gangster,
Jacques Mesrine.
Penned whilst he
was in prison the
no-holds-barred
reminiscings
of
this arrogant and
violent, yet publicly
lauded, individual
makes for a fine action film that more
than justifies its two
fairly lengthy instalments. Two-parters
have become more
commonplace over
the last few years
and they can infer
a degree of selfindulgence on the
part of the director
– a sense that not a
scene of his or her
film can be cut and
that the audience
needs two parts in
order to fully appreciate the depth and
intensity of the storyline. In the case of
Mesrine, there really does seem to be
a need for overspill
into a second film
and, so gripping
is the action that
it isn’t beyond the
realms of possibility
to watch both films
in one long sitting.
Jacques Mesrine
is played with wonderful skill by the
hugely
talented
Vincent Cassel. He
owns the screen as
if he were born to
play this role and
it’s easy to forget
that you’re watching a portrayal of a
character and not
the actual person.
In real life Mesrine
was a bank robber
with a violent streak
and he embarked
on a crime spree
across France that

terms of the tension
and the execution of
key action scenes.
However, the question of whether
this particular film
was deserved of a
remake is one that
certainly cropped
up in reviews following its cinematic
release. Whilst the
concept is a great
basis for an action
flick, there is certainly no dearth of
movies with similar
premises, locations
and
outcomes.
Sure, the characters are unique and
there are definitely
some new and very
original
touches
that
distinguish
this offering from
its contemporaries
and also from the
original film. For example, a wi-fi connected laptop offers
the outside world an
accidental insight
into the drama that
unfolds in the train
carriage. This is a
modern
addition
that makes the film
more accessible to
today’s audience.
But is this enough
to make it a stand
out action movie?
The cast undoubtedly helps to ensure
the film’s elevated
status and the acting is – as would be
expected – pretty
top notch. There is
nothing in particular to fault with The
Taking of Pelham
123 but there is little that makes it a
classic movie. However, when Saturday night demands
some action movie
escapism you won’t
go too far wrong
if you choose this
film.

had the authorities
chasing his tail and
cursing his name.
He soon became
a household name
and something of
an anti-hero as he
robbed casinos and
banks and even
managed to escape from jail. His
anti-establishmentarianism
struck
a chord with the
French and there
was uproar when
he was gunned
down in 1979 by a
hit squad.
This is more than a
simple criminal action movie: the man
behind the façade
is just as interesting as the story that
unfolds and the film
is as much about
trying to decipher
his character as it
is about his life. He
has spells of living
as a law-abiding citizen but he seems
compelled to return
to a life of criminality again and again.
As his crimes become more daring,
brazen and dangerous, the authorities
make it a priority to
try and stop him in
his tracks. For aficionados of gritty
criminal
escape
movies, this is going to be a rare treat
– even more so because it is served
up in two generous
slices. With Cassel
taking the helm, it
was always going
to be a film worth
watching but he
has truly gotten under the skin of his
character. Both his
performance and
the film itself are
explosive.
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Expat & Travel publications
Special promotion for the readers of The Trader

Expat
& Travel Stories
Volume 1

New book
“EXPAT & TRAVEL STORIES”
NOW with 20% discount

Bat stew, murder as an error of youth, sponsoring
a villa that charges by the hour, and much more.

Expat & Travel Stories
Flying with a local blacklisted airline in the hands
of drunken
ex-Yugoslavian
suicide
Flying with
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collect
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through
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Encounters
with new
knowledge.
Encounters
friends
who will
who will
never meet
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butnew
who
will never
forget
never meet
again, but who will never forget one
one another
either.
another either.

Expats and other frequent travellers are an
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even
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This booklet crosses borders in more ways
This booklet crosses borders in more ways than one.
than
one. Read, laugh and shudder!
Read, laugh and shudder!

Special
promotion for the readers of The Trader
202 pages | English and Dutch editions | Publisher Global Connection B.V.

Normal price: € 17.50
€ 17.50 | € 14.00 for Global Connection members (excl. shipping, incl. VAT)
OrderForfrom
the
Global and
Connection
Bookstore
at www.global-connection.info.
Fill in the
larger
quantities
customised
editions, please
enquire about our special rates.
discount
gc24
and Connection
receive theBookstore
book for at
€14,( excl. shipping, incl. VAT)
Ordercode
from the
Global
www.global-connection.info
For larger quantities and customised editions, please enquire about our special rates.

Also available from our Bookstore

www.global-connection.info
4th World-Record Bid to Raise £1M for
Help for Heroes By Athlete Mike Buss
Swindon’s endurance athlete and former soldier
Mike Buss is ready to break his fourth world endurance record. He has been training hard for this
challenge of 546 miles comprising 3 marathons
(78 miles) a day, on seven consecutive days starting on Saturday 9th January 2010 at noon and
ending Saturday 16th. Ambitious Mike Buss is on
a mission to break 20 world endurance records
in just 12 months; a feat that has never been
achieved before! Since November 2009, Mike has
already broken 3 world records and raised £4,000
for Help for Heroes. The record Mike is going for
this weekend is ‘The furthest distance covered on
a treadmill in seven days by one man’. It currently
stands at 468 miles which was set last summer by
Lee Chamberlain, also a former soldier. Mike admits it is his toughest record attempt to date
Mike hopes to raise £100,000 by the end of 2010
and just over £1,000,000 by 2014. He plans to
break 20 world records each year by taking on
many of the world’s toughest challenges including
the Marathon Des Sables across the Sahara desert
in 2011. He will finish a world record breaking 5 yr
campaign by climbing Mount Everest in 2014.
fellow soldier Matt Croucher will see him cross the

finishing line. www.helpforheroes.org.uk is a charity close to Mike and Matt’s hearts. Mike was discharged from the army on medical grounds after
a bomb in Ireland permanently damaged his hearing in 1997. Lance Corporal Matthew Croucher,
24, from Solihull, West Midlands hit the headlines
in February 2009 when he triggered a trip wire in
Helmand Province, Afghanistan. He dropped to the
ground, covering the grenade but was blown into
the air. His quick-thinking saved his companions.
He survived with horrific injuries and was awarded The George Cross, one of the highest military
decorations for acts of gallantry. Matt Croucher will
be available to sign his new book entitled ‘Bullet
Proof’. If you would like to receive the Mike Buss
newsletter to track his world record-breaking and
fundraising progress just email info@mike-buss.
com The new official website is www.mike-buss.
com

F-1 Spain GP -10% when you buy online.Come experience the excitement of the Formula One
Circuit de Catalunya. The best drivers in the world compete in one of the most traditional of all
races on the calendar.
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2 GENERATORS for sale. Petrol and
Diesel. Tel 977457017.
CIRCULAR SUN canopy approx 2m
50€, Gas fridge freezer, hardly used.
400€. 2.3 KVA petrol generator immaculate condition, hardly used. 150 € .
Montroy 665348772.
SEWING MACHINE free to good
home. Old but works well Tel
962254274. Xativa area
CURTAINS. English Nets. Beige,
Leaf Pattern, Scalloped Bottom. As
New.3 Pieces Each 112 Wide X 90 Inch
Drop.10€ Each. Digital Ariel,Excellent
Condition 20€ Oliva 617534221
ROCA toilet & cistern, basin & pedestal incl. taps & shower mixer.70€. pego.
965571756
CENTRAL HEATING/HOT WATER
BOILER. Tifell 27.30 KW in perfect
working order complete with 1,000
litre fuel tank. 275€ complete. Tel
965562089 Mob 618586896
LOG BURNER ,second hand, two
years old, cassette type, cast iron, Bronpi Sevilla 14kw, two speed blower, 500
euros. Buyer collects, Xativa area, Tel
962210291.
HP PHOTOSMART 2575 ALL-INONE printer, scanner and copier excellent condition 60.00€ Tel 663770387
Ontinyent
FREE STANDING wood burner.
€150.00 . Buyer collects ring for size.
APPOLO 18gear mountain bike hardly used €50 Tel 962896249 Gandia
OFFICE CHAIR gas-rise,swivel castors 11€. Dog Transport Cage new Condition 54€ Electric Dehumidifier 38€.
Dental Chair 125€. Vertical Drill stand
8€ Tel 966498884
BOOKS. Over 60 assorted English
paper 30€. 6 single Duvet covers 5€.
3 Duvets Single 6€, 8€ & 10€. TV 30
€. Bosch Electric Chain Saw 35€. Tel
962214144 Xativa
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
HP PHOTOSMART 2575 ALL-INONE printer, scanner and copier excellent condition 60.00€. Tel 663 770 387
Ontinyent
FROST FREE FRIDGE freezer. Class
A 3 drawer freezer, fridge above. Excellent condition,One year old.€250 ono.
600263360 or 960 706 321 Beniganim
BRICK/TILE SAWSTIHLTS400 .
3.2.kw Motor (Petrol) 4.3 HP Weight
9.4Kg as new 1.100 euro sell for 400€
o.n.o. Tel:962386126 Ontinyent
GAS BOTTLES - 3 Orange 1 Silver
20 euros each. Tel 964783530 Ontinyent
FULL SIZE ENTEBE Table Tennis
table in excellent condition. 150€ o.n.o.
GEMnova digital Piano hardly used.
Any sensible offer accepted. Tel 964
783 530 Ontinyent
KING SIZE bed, antique pine 50€ Pace
Sky+ digibox 100€, Flymo garden vac
15€, Bosch kettle 10€ Tel 696141493
(Albaida)
BOSCH, drill 20€, Bosh saw 20€,
Bosh Plainer 15€, Bosh grinder 20€ Tel
962135038 Ontinyent
CHICKENS VORWERKs trio and
light sussex pol Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BLACK & DECKER electric strimmer, €20, Ladies mountain bike €50,
Gas bottles,€15 each, Phillips 32” colour tv €110 Mattress, king size, €110,
Michelin moto x tyres, Tel 654089728.
FULL SIZE SNOOKER TABLE, fully
refurbished, complete with balls, overhead light, cues and rests. Available

FREE CLASSIFEDS UNDER 25 WORDS
PER ADVERTISER and UNDER 500 EUROS
HOUSE HOLD GOODS ONLY

Want to save Money?

Email classifeds@inlandtrader.net
Over 25 words excess charged at 15 c/pw
Goods over 500€, cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc

See page 10

business related, property for sale or for rent are 20 cents c/pw

www.currenciesdirect.com

FOR SALE

Free Classifieds - Household - Garden private goods under 500€

all

Tel 902733622
to view or try out 2,500€. Transport
and installation can be arranged. Tel
366923051 or e-mail derek.holman@
hotmail.co.uk
TREADMILL, electric, excellent condition, cost 1000€ sell for 500€ Possible Delivery Hand Pallet truck 500€ Tel
622381314 (Bocairent)
BALAY GAS Cooker 4 rings 90cm
width pwo €150, Electric Blanket single
bed used once €20, Scholl Foot Massager used once €15, Decathalon Skate
Board Bag new €10 5 pairs boys jeans
27 -28 inch waist new €5 each or €20
the lot. Tel617930298 Casinos / Lliria
area
PINE SINGLE BED - a nice bed (has
some scratches/marks) but still in pretty
good condition - still has a good few
years of life. Mattress not included. Bed
costs 25€. (I do have a nice mattress and
may sell - just ask). Lliria area. Can deliver (extra charge). Please call Sandra
961105196
SOLAR BATTERIES Hoppecke
560Ah Set of Six €125 Each. Tel
962127696 Bunol.
DISHWASHER.
Lynx aquasafe.
Used once only. 100 euros, o.n.o. Buyer
collects. Ontinyent/Albaida area. Ring
962900793 or 646062859 Caravan Tabbert Comtesse 650, 2000€. a new gas
water heater Edesa 100€. a new elec.
water pump 100€. A new Honda Generator es 500 Premac €700. all prices
negotable. Tel 628763493.
WINDOWS
XP/Vista,
Office
2007,1Webcam,
2Routers,1Desk,
1 C h a i r , 2 K e y b o a r d s ,
2Mice,2Harddrives,2Dvd-rewriters,
1Monitor, Dual Processor, 3gb Memory. €200 Contact 637140622 (Denia)
FAGOR GAS BOILER incl. flue v.g.c.
50€ no offers, ceiling fan/light (english)
8€ 2 portable gas fires vgc 25€ each beneixama tel:965 979 368
TEKA double motor cooker hood. 3
yrs old. €40. Tel 617632094 Castalla
BLACK CERAMIC electrical Hob
€130. Black fronted electrical Oven
€230. never been used. No electrics so
changing to gas. Real bargains. Call
Chris 662116676
LARGE KENNEL for sale. Plastic,
house style, red roof, cream walls. Suit
Alsatian or larger dog. Hardly used very
good condition 65€ ono 600263360
SOLAR PANELS 110Watts 24Volts
400€ each. Deep cycle batteries 2v cells
can be configured for 12 or 24 volts. 85€
each.Tel 618007174 near Torrevieja
HONDA 4 HP Wacker compactor plate
in VGC. 450mm X 600mm base size,
with GX120 petrol engine. First time
starter. Euro 350 ono. Tel 965977015
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
IKEA Double Hi-bed 100€.Porcelain Shower Tray 90€, 3in1 Pram
Travel System 250€ Tel 962201540 or
637043143
ZANUSSI fridge freezer, very good
condition. dynamic air cooling, 3 drawer freezer, large fridge, 150€ ono. Pedralba area. 96 2707229/ 680790059
AS NEW Frost Free fridge freezer.
Edesa class A Bought August 2008,
but hardly used. Sell 300€ No Offers.
Tel 960 706 321 or 600 263 360 Xativa
area.
SOLID OAK KITCHEN CORNERSEAT, country house style, Lshaped,
150x100x60 cm and 110x60 cm, including seats and back rest. 499,00€.Tel
647473 335 Caudete
BIRD CAGES metal 2€ each,
wooden handmade 4€ each. Stand for

bird cage 5€, Bird feeding table on cement stand. 10€, armchar that opens
out as a single bed. 20€ Oliva area.
645888186
JETMASTER Coal and Gas Fire,
Mat black surround, Piezo start,size
700Wx580H, Runs on LPG. coals, fittings incl €95, Tel 966517397, Alcocer
De Planes
COMPUTER desk for sale, nearly new,
on castors. €20 tel. 671493090 pinoso
1 UPVC double glazed front door and
frame new 375€ and 1 interior Castillon door laquered light oak 90€ new Tel
965474696 or 634003146
Ideal Christmas Present Yamaha digital keyboard (boxed) as new, english
instruction book included 70€ Xativa
962131313
HONDA 4 HP Wacker compactor
plate in VGC. GX120 petrol engine.
Euro 350 ono. AIR RIFLE, American
“Benjamin Franklin” bb/177, perfect
condition. POA Tel 965977015
WASHING MACHINE Blue sky.
blf 1006,1000spin,quick wash 30
mins,1year old €90 965475601 SAX
LARGE GAS LOCKFIRE .NEW
1.200€. Will accept 350€ Tel
696060428
WOOD BUURNING stove complete
with flue 64cms high 55cms wide 4cms
deep good condition 120€ Onil area Tel
660849372
50 English Paperbacks all in good condition, easy reading - various authors
35€ the lot Tel 663031188
OFFICE DESK: Light oak finish.
Modern and sturdy. Almost ‘as new’
condition and comes with a pedestal
two drawer unit (suitable for hanging
files). This is a good quality desk and
was nearly 400€ not cheap when purchased in the UK (not long ago). Now
only 150€. Lliria area (delivery possible – ask for details). Call Andrew
961105196
HYDROFLOW HS34 - New in the
box - to prevent and eliminate limescale. 145€ Call 651378241
PASQUAL Rotovator Tractor with 7
blades and 4 gears. 300€ Tel. Ontinyent
634119125 or 962910768
2 FOLD UP put me up beds with
mattresses never used 35 euro’s each,
nr Alzira tele 96 2589036 or mobile
610053553
NEW PORCELAIN SHOWEr tray 80
euros. bebe confort 3 in 1 travel system
vgc. 250. satellite dish 2.4m, boxed.unused. 450€ Tel 962201540/637046143
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe with sliding
doors & 2 draws.85€ 2 Wrought Iron
chairs/soft seats & a round table 110€
Large dining room table with 6 chairs
350€ Tel 96 284 3919
COMPUTER table on castors nearly
new €20 tel 671493090 pinoso area
3 PIECE TRAVEL SYSTEM, Genuine
reason for sale is in excellent condition,
bought for 400 euros selling for 100€
ONO. Phone 965530893 or 699322102
CIRCULAR TABLE &4 matching
chairs(rustico) 100euros. o.n.o. 2 seater
recling sofa & 2 matching
rocking chairs in oatmeal upholstery.
100€ tel 610812776. GIRLS BIKE, suit
8 - 10 years. 25€ Bread making machine
25 euros. Upright piano for sale. Excellent condition in tune. 500€ Villena Tel
965814647
LARGE QUANTITY SBS Timber
15mm roof sheets. 8ftx4ft.€ 150.00
Electric Parrafin heater no smell still
boxed cost € 225.00
Will accept € 100.00. Tel 961 910 991

LEARN SPANISH Readers Digest
compleat course 16 cassettes all in first
class order in case, 20€ Tel 965514153
Planes.
CANAPÉ BEDS 2 units 80X200
2 units 90x200. Include madras´s.
Transport is possible. 200 € each. Tel:
676711398 Sax
SKY DIGIBOX . PACE DS430N . As
new condition, €85.00 Tel; 962127696
/ 626999666
INVERTER / CHARGER. 3.5KW.
12V D.C. to 230AC .Peak of 9KW
Built in 50Amp Battery Charger. As
new in box . €350.00 Tel; 962127696
/ 626999666
2.8KW BRIGGS & STRATTON
GENERATOR. In metal frame with
wheels. reliable , excellent condition
€180.00 Tel; 962127696 / 626999666
WEDDING DRESS Hand made size
12-16 Strapless with corset style tie up
back very beautifull crystals. 100 euros
Tel:962500263 Bunol
WHITE WICKER dressing-table
semicircular mirror and stool 80e.patio-heater used twice 100€ goblin vacuum cleaner 25€ Tel 966979630(pinoso
area)
HAMMOCK, wide grey mesh with
headrest. Free standing on grey metal
frame. 35 euros. Can be delivered locally.Monserrat 625 819 734
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ALUMINIUM extending ladder 50€.
Bosch 1100 hammer, complete with
various chisels 500€..Two Delongi
electric oil filled radiators 35 € each.
Above ground swimming pool 150€.
Tel.965 810 470
SECURITY GRILLS. one 2.80w x
2.40h
galvanised, one silver, priced at 90€
the pair to go. 80cm dish/bracket/twin
INB 40€Nr Xative 618166419
MOTORCYCLE Richa Jacket.Size
42. Red & Black. 20€ . Ashman black
trousers UK32 / EUR52. 15€. Oliva. 96
283 8104 ,
TWO Eco Panel Radiators no longer required €30 each (castalla ) 6669988805
OVAL dinning table 6 chairs with inlay 160 €s or ono Large pine wardrobe
160 €s or ono, Lady golf set 120 €s ono
Ladies golf shoes new size 5 25€s ono.
Tel 600244505
ROTOVATOR MEPPY 4 150 € LAURA ASHLEY carpet approx 8’ by 5’
pink rose pattern, 50 € - DEXION type
shelving ideal for shed or Garage, 50 €
- FRENCH PROVENCIAL Dressing
table with mirror 50 € - Tel 659329366
WHEELCHAIR light.easy folding.
quick release wheels.with comfort
cushion. removable feetrests.hardley
used,like new.175€. 627019403
FRIDGE Freezer, large fridge small
freezer, suitable for outside/garage
use.40 €s ono. Tel 617835027
SONY
HANDYCAM
digital
camcorder,as new, boxed 100€ Tel
696141493 (Albaida)
TOYOTA MASTEr Ace Surfer.
reg. Breaking for spares. Currently
converted to 12kva generator. 300
€s.Tel 671204334. Muro
BEAUTY COUCH for sale, mint
condition, detachable arms and head
rest. Cost over 300€ sell for €180 Sax
Tel 664109631
HAMMOCK, wide grey mesh with
headrest. Free standing on grey metal
frame. 35 €s. Can be delivered locally.
Monserrat 625 819734
MOBILE AIR-CONDITIONER Ecron
Fresh Paradise little used like new

for sale at 119.00€ Tel 962586148 or
658586539
(Carcaixent Area)
ELECTRIC SUBMERSIBLe Pump,
used in water deposit, complete with
long hose and connections. 50 €’s.
CASTALLA Tel 666945917
“WATER SOFTENER Permutit for 3
bed house or smaller Little used 90€s tel
965514153 Planes.
TRAMPOLINE ( 36 inch wide) 10
€,IATA Dog Box for small dog 25
€,Petrol Lawnmower 40 €s, Electric
Grass strimmer 10 €s, Easy preader for
lawn fertilizer 10 € Tel 961648521
THREE OLD Wooden Spanish Doors
plus original fittings good condition
- 40 € the lot call 663031188 or 96 64
76 038
(Ondara)
BABY BLUE/gold macaw.hand reared
cudley tame. will be ready oct.more details phone IBI 965528203 APRILLA
Moped, good cond, 300 €s,
Tel Salinas 651103816
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Wanted, three section aluminium ladder, Tel 962863157
TRAILER wanted, any size or condition considered.
call Andrew
661208917
POOLSLIDE, can be collected. Please
call Audrey on 965 058 106.
UPVC glazed door+frame ,,contact
keith 662036231 castalla
AIR RIFLE 177 or 22 resonable con &
price 962202226
ELECTRIC guitar amplifier. Anything up to 30 watts considered. Tel
962135869

STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

WANTED.

All types of solar equipment,
windturbines, generators,
panels, inverters, chargers,
batteries, etc, etc.
Also, solar hot water
equipment.
Cash waiting, Call 686 181 995.

FREE CLASSIFEDS UNDER 25

WORDS PER ADVERTISER and UNDER
500 EUROS HOUSE HOLD GOODS ONLY
Email classifeds@inlandtrader.net
Over 25 words excess charged at 15
c/pw and goods over 500€,
Cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc
all business related, property for sale or
for rent are 20 cents c/pw
Tel 902733622

T

Classifieds Free - Household - goods under 500€
FORD TRANSIT VAN 1998 Ford
Transit 190 lwb Van, fitted with heavy
duty springs, excellent runner ,new
tyres, Ready for work, 700 euros Tel
693501697 T135

Motorhome

‘MOTORCARAVAN MReg 5berth
Granduca Pegaso55 Fiat 2.5tdi 40,000mls.
Fully equipped with c/h, aircond, sattv,
bikerack, awning, safari room. Exc cond
well maintained. 7500€ Can be viewed in
storage in Benidorm 658497289’

rader
max 25words

PROPERTY

Want to save Money? See page 10

Motor adverts
Tel 902733622

Sit Vacant

A small company is looking for Account
Manager and Sales Representative
,Please contact us for more details. Requirements Have access to the internet
weekly. Email frankyfulton@yahoo.co.uk
for further Information Ref135

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Representitives required in
The Provinces of Valencia
Alicante, Castellon, Tarragona
Barcelona
Must be car owner, Previous
sales experience an
advantage but not essential.
Good people skills, and
committed individuals need
only apply
Contract plus commision
Full Training
Good potential growth
Tel 634154280.

pets
GOOD home wanted for a Japanese
Akita. Very affectionate male, very good
with children. Owner returned to Ireland
and we are looking after him temporarily.
We already have two dogs so are unable
to keep him. Tel 617588201
CATS, We are brother and sister 2 years
old PEPA rescue sterilized, castrated and
vaccinated.We were apartment cats so
space is not a problem all we want is a
loving home phone Lesley @ Kittycare
659 249 313
DOGS can be viewed at Salinas at
Lezsonjas boarding kennel. Tel
677343653

FREE PETS CLASSIFEDS
If you are looking for a home for an animal and are not charging then the advert
is free.

Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

Personal
TWO GAY MEN in their 60’s would
like to meet other similar guys for
socialising, fun and friendship in
the Valencia area. Please contact
Bill or Eddy on
(Mobile) 665 590 968
DIVOURCED man early sixties
W.L.T.M a lady 50 - 60,who likes
eating out & travel.Just for friendship at first,no strings.Contact.
699836237

FREE PERSONAL ADVERTS
Max 20 words
EMAIL
info@inlandtrader.net

OWN HOUSE VALL DE GALLINERA
35 mins from Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a
large groundfloor room which has potential for more rooms and/or storeplace. 2
double bedrooms one with annexe sitting
room. Fully fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price
99.000 euros or Property Exchange considered in the chesterfield or Alfreton area
(Derbyshire)For more details and photos
go to www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view
Or contact the owner direct Tel Mrs
Scutt on 96 6406505 sps
LAND IN VALLE DE ALCALI. South
facing, 11500msq, bargain 23000 euros
Tel Carl 636716693 T134
LOVELY 5th floor apt. Oliva 3beds,
master en suite, balcony with uninterrupted views. 110,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
ENGLISH SUPERMARKET, fully stocked, excellent trade, due to
retirement,including all stock, 60,000 €.
Tel 962856034 /962853510 ref tscah
NEAR OLIVA, deluxe mobile home,
3beds, conservatory, sat system, swimming pool, land. 74,900 € Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
OLIVA, town house, good area, 3 bed,
reformed, roof terrace, 75,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref tscah
LA FONT, 3 bed apt., good condition
with private 30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref tscah
OLIVA, massive reduction, beautifully
reformed 3 bed t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
NEAR OLIVA town hall, 150m2 4bed
t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good
condition. 116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/
house, terrace leading from master bed,
with fabulous views of mountains. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref tscah
FANTASTIC BARGAIN, Oliva Nova
Golf, I bed luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good rental income, 136,000
€ Tel 962856034 /962853510 ref tscah
BARGAIN VILLA, due to personal reasons this 2 bed beautiful villa at Les Fois
is offered for very low price of 139,000
€ negotiable. Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
XATIVA – Stone Built Farmhouse
3 Beds 2 baths Completely reformed.
CH . AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar . Pool.
Hot Spa. Feature gardens 359.000€ 962282370
XATIVA – Repossession Investment
Villa – 3 beds + pool 110m2 all mains.
Legal. Sought after area. – 140,000€
O.N.O – 962282370
XATIVA Town –Top quality 4 bed
1st floor apartment. CH AC . 2 parking
spaces , must be viewed – 269.000€ 962282370
GENOVES Nr Xativa – 3 bed 3 bath det
villa. Ch.AC. Fully modern. Pool. Garage
& outbuildings. Bargain at 359,000€ 962229026
Cottage for sale in the lovely area of
Casinos. 2/3bed, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
95m2 living space, Mains water & electric.
85,000eur.(Ref 3718) Tel 962728066
Villa to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors, 7 beds, 2 baths.
3000m2plot, 260m2built. Deposit water, electric has to be solar &/or genny.
79,000eur.(Ref 3747) Tel 962728066
Beautiful 5 bedroomed villa in Villar del
Arzobispo, recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one bath, 5
double beds. Terraces, pool. Mains utili-

ties. Great value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 145,000eur.(Ref 4041) Tel
962728066
Property with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo, mains water and electric can be
connected. Two building on one plot &
pool. 3000m2 plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662)
Old Domeno,great location, casita of 1
bed, 1 bath, kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be connected.
40m2 built, 500m2 plot. 29,000eur (Ref
3948) Tel 962728066
Villar del Arzobispo, 4 double bed, big
lounge, kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to move in.
800m2 plot, 100m2 living sp. 99,950eur
(Ref 3892) Tel 962728066
Bugarra, new build, 3 double beds, 1
bath,kitchen,lounge. 110m2living sp,
2500m2 plot. Beautiful views, ready to
move in. Mains water, genny electricity.
99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
Villar del Arzobispo, 3 double beds,
poss to extend it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric. Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the
village. 110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel 962728066
Building plot for sale in a residential
area in Camp Lliria. The last one available. Mains water connected, possible to
connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden
chalets. 4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
Pedralba house to be finished, mains water and mains electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access. 2/3 beds, bath,
lounge, opened kitchen. All materials
included in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel 962728066
BEAUTIFUL Reformed House 270m2
in the unique village of Tollos nr Cocentaina. Full details see www.houseforsalecostablanca.co.uk 235,000€ o.n.o Tel
0044 1173770125 T34
MONTROY BARGAIN READY TO
MAKE YOUR OWN €109,000
Great
opportunity to buy a ‘beautiful house in
the making’. Very well built & fully legal with escritura. Suit developer/builder/
DIYer to complete. 3 bedrooms, kitchen,
shower room, large lounge., Side & front
terrace. There is mains water and electricity is available. Minutes from Montroy &
Turis. 686671653 TS
ALBORACHE €194,000 *Large Town
House with 2 self contained Apartments *
5 beds* 2 Bathrooms* 2 Kitchens* Patio*
€700/m rental potential* Ground floor
2 bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom, large
L shaped lounge/dinner with fireplace.
Courtyard patio with store cupboard &
utility space. Upstairs apartment 3 large
bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom and lounge/
dinning room Mains water and electricity.
Could be improved with renovation, current state has a rental potential of 350€/m
per flat. Access to A3 motorway. Close to
Bunol, Macastre and Chiva. 691235211
ts
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2
plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway parking for 5+
cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered pool.
On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom
Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner
lounge. Upper level 4 bedrooms, Kitchen
breakfast room. Large lounge and terrace.
Bathroom. swimming pool 10 x 5 filtered
with Roman steps. Out side bar area.
Large paella house with storage. Satellite
system and satellite tracker phone, sold

part furnished and inc Renault Laguna
2.2d (´96). Sterling settlement can be negotiated. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ Tel 618329511
ONTINYENT TOWN HOUSE, 280
m square partly reformed, mortgage
availble to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
CASITA BISQUERT, GREAT REFORM PROJECT, filter swimming pool
, out buildings, fully fenced, main electric telephone water. 135 euros o.n.o
634154280
APAERTMENT XATIVA ALL MOD
CONS 4 BED SPACIOUS small terrace,
245 euros Tel 634154280

LARGE HOUSE / SHOP ONTINYENT 400
euros per month. Tel 618329511.
XATIVA– Fully reformed 6 Bedroom Det
Villa . Kitchen, Bathrooms, large lounge dining
room. Tennis court. Swimming pool in safe
secure plot of 2000m2. All mains connected
including sky sat dish. 550€ per month
excluding utilities. Tel 634153664

BUY
SELL
SWAP
RENT
DIRECT
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

20 cents per word per issue

The Trader Business
Directory
Business
contact no
page
A&G TRADING REMOVALS 618228928.. p17
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 648 16 90 45 /
625 912 078 ........................................p14
apad-denia DOG SHELTER 699 872 157. P11
ARA ABOGADOS 962287297.................. p3
B2A REMOVALS 628029714................. p17
BARKING BARXETA CANINE HOTEL
6856348..............................................p11
BENIFICIAL INSURANCE SERVICE SPAIN
965791222......................................... p13
BOCAIRENT BUILDERS 962135731....... p16
BRITISH TELECOM AUTHORISED DEALER
902733633 ...........................................p7
BULGARIAN BUILDERS 962838363 /
660913842......................................... p16
Catalunya Insurance Services
Tel 977 493 607
C&G BUILDERS 965475509
685246220......................................... p16
CARBOOT VERGEL ENG 630949816
/Spanish 649296041............................p1
CARPENTER PAINTER FERRI 679131723.p16
CAUDETE GARDEN CENTRE 639590102.. p1
COSTA AZAHAR HOMES OLIVA 962856034......p21
CURRENCIES DIRECT 965745471......... .p5
Denia Cat Protection 649540612.........p11
DH GARDEN SERVICES 962443842
/652020655....................................... p16
Dressmaking Alterations. 965529865.. p17
EASYPC 638127717..................................p17
FIREWOOD PARRA 696320315............. p17
G.B REFORMS OFFICE
966968132/627797630.....................p16
General Odd Jobs Man Mark
691235211......................................... p16
GOLD WANTED 659835036...................p17
HORIZON INSURANCE
902906763..........................................p3
HOUSE CLEARANCE 686198531...........p17
INLAND TRADER ONTINYENT S.L 902733622
Javea Removals 966457684...................P5
LEBARA MOBILE DISTRIBUTOR
634154280......................................... p20
LEZSONJAS KENNELS 966182830......... p10
MANWITHAVAN.ES 961105196..............p17
MBR ELECTRICAL 626870197................p16
MY VALENCIAN HOME 962 728 066
637 185 746 ........................................p20
P.E.P.A 650304746.............................. p11
PLUMBING & HEATING Mike
660784503 /962297363.................... p16
POOL TECHNICIAN Mike
660784503 / 962297363...................p16
Protectora de Animales, Castalla
690719675............................... ..........p11
RETURNING TO UK? 671797151 ...........p17
RK BUILDERS 669915977.....................p16
S.J SATELLITES 660288403................... p8
SAMARITANS 902883535 .......................p14
SAT&PC GUY 962819796.......................p8
SPAMA GANDIA SHELTER 962 813 226.. p11
STORAGE & REMOVALS600291432....... p17
STRUCTURAL SURVEYS MARK PADDON
962807247 .........................................p21
SWIFT BOX SATELLITE TV 680357586......p8
SWIMMING POOL COVERS 618451146..p16
TEC- FONTA PLUMBING 671090924...... p16
TERRACE BLINDS & AIRCON 685246220.p17
THE SAT MAN 687954437....................... p8
THE SPANISH PROPERTYSHOP
600291432......................................... p32
UK STANDARD PLASTERER 962390058. p17
VET CLINIC ONTINYENT 962910603........p10
XATIVA TRADING POST 962280634 .........p10
Emergency service 112
Consulate Alicante 96 521 60 22 /
out of hours emergency 96 521 61 90

LOW
COST
Storage
SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 962280634

BTinspain.com
Tel 902733633
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Now you have a choice

Email: advertise@thetraderonline.es • 902733622
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Adios Telefonica, Hello BT

Switching to BT is Easy
Free BT changeover
Keep the same number
No prefix numbers
No call connection charges
† Per second billing
Lower all-inclusive line rental
Business & domestic customers
English speaking support staff
Adsl Internet
Dial up Internet
USB Internet
Calling packages to UK
Free cheap rate number for Friends
& family
• Mobile solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

REPRESENTIVES
IN YOUR AREA
Bar Homogenic
El Perrello
Sat Feb 6th 10.30

Call for Details of forthcoming
venues in your area.
If you would like a reperesentive
to come to your home or bar
or business
please contact us.

Further information Mon - Fri 09.30 -18.30

Tel 902733633
and we will return your call to
discuss your requirements.

www.btinspain.com

